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Photographer Paul Bride captured ice-climber Jen Olson holding
strong on Neolithic, an M11 at Haffner Creek in Kootenay
National Park, British Columbia.
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Tumbler Ridge

Kitimat

WILD

Bella Bella

Vancouver

THE ILLUSIONIST*
He’s young. He’s gifted. He’s photographer Jordan Manley.

A FAILURE OF REASON*

Rock star Sonnie Trotter took the hard route to a traditional climbing career.
Colin Field takes us back to the Ontario crag where it all went down.

POINT OF NO RETURN

72

Monod Sports isn’t just a family story, it’s a storied family.

129 BANFF AVENUE

The Eastern Cougar, tale and all.

Klemtu

Ali Howard (swim)

OUT OF TIME*
Ace Kvale treks through the magical kingdom of Zanskar
to experience what may be a vanishing way of life.

COAST TO COAST
TO COAST*
First Person, Four by Two, OutSpoken, Sherpa Sherpa, Innovate
and Haute Terre.

Of popsicles and dangling participants.

OFFLINE

Once around the sun.

ELLIPSE

The battle lines are drawn to save B.C.’s Great Bear Rainforest.

CARTOGRAPHIC

Norm Hann (paddleboard)

Victoria

Action petition: why ordinary citizens are hiking, running, swimming, biking, paddling,
and sailing in opposition to the Northern Gateway Pipeline. By Feet Banks.

Kim Slater (run)
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Vancouver Island
Tamo Campos (surf, snowboard)
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Hartley Bay

84
Frank Wolf & Todd McGowan (bike, hike, raft, kayak)
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64
Tanker Route
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Terrace
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Arno Kopecky & Ilja Herb (sail)
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Ellipse
Living in the courts of the sky I forgot I was of the earth.
— Lionel Terray, Conquistadors of the Useless

Not much really happens in a year when you’re the Earth. You might feel a little hot or cold here and
there; you may get mildly annoyed when your tectonic skin ripples or occasionally erupts in a fiery
zit. But other than shedding a bit of weight from time to time, the mountains tend to stand stoically
where they were. And the oceans, even as they otherwise change in response to whatever else is going
on, wash relentlessly on the same shores. In other words, while small things are in constant flux, the
big picture more-or-less stands still. We humans might discover a few wrinkles or a grey hair after 30
years or so, but were our planet able to look itself in the mirror, it would be tens of millions of years
before it might think Oh my, did that continent used to be so far over there? Was that mountain range
always so pronounced? So while the Earth is nevertheless aging, it presents as somewhat immutable
in the context of our own short lives, a fallacy and point of hubris that is deservedly bringing us
increasing trouble.
Of course plenty transpires for people during that single circuit around the sun. We see each new
year as a milestone marking the progression of four seasons and all that go with them—a full cycle of
plant growth and die-off, of animal migration and reproduction, of human life, death, pain, pleasure,
accomplishment, setback. When we think back over a year and try to balance all that has happened,
a few things—both good and bad—will always stick out. But there’s also a lot of same ol’ same
ol’—a not-so-bad thing that speaks to some continuity in our lives. Likewise, when you try to balance
a year in the world of outdoor adventure—the way ephemeral humanity most directly interacts with a
slowly evolving Earth—you’ll find highs, lows and continuity galore throughout the different mediums
(dirt, rock, water, air, snow), seasons, landscapes, personalities, and social and environmental issues
accompanying each. Putting all of this in some kind of perspective is the stated goal of Mountain Life
Annual.
So when the universe asks How was the year?, the Earth probably won’t have an answer… but we will.
—Leslie Anthony

MARK GRIBBON PHOTO Mount Cayley, Squamish, B.C.
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CartoGraphic

Fort McMurray

Enbridge Inc.’s proposed Northern Gateway Pipeline route would carry tar sands bitumen 1,177
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fish-bearing watercourses, and the untrammelled Great Bear Rainforest. Over the past four years
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Proposed Northern
Gateway pipeline

Victoria

Tanker Route
Frank Wolf & Todd McGowan (bike, hike, raft, kayak)
Tamo Campos (surf, snowboard)
Kim Slater (run)

Map by Chris Brackley
As the Crow Flies Cartography
Disclaimer: routes not precise or to scale.
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Vancouver Island

Ali Howard (swim)
Arno Kopecky & Ilja Herb (sail)
Norm Hann (paddleboard)
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AXIOM JACKET

Some say “when in Rome,” but we prefer “when in Terskol,” where a fermented brew is
the perfect way to toast a night in the barrels and a climb up Elbrus. But to ensure you
have something to celebrate, you’ll need to go prepared, so make sure you don the Axiom
Jacket before you head out. Winner of Outside Magazine’s Gear of the Year, the Axiom
is built with completely waterproof, incredibly breathable GORE-TEX® Active technology,
making it the pinnacle storm shell for fast and light alpine climbs.

Visit us at outdoorresearch.com/go
*Offer valid through 10/31/13 (or until the maximum reimbursement described below is reached, whichever occurs first) for $10 off the purchase price of the item at the location described
in the ad above. Must be at least 18 years old. Limit one reimbursement claim per purchase location per customer. To claim your reimbursement, take an original photo of yourself
purchasing the item at the location described in the ad above and post the photo to Outdoor Research’s Facebook wall at www.facebook.com/OutdoorResearch. See offer terms
and conditions at outdoorresearch.com/go for more information including how to claim your reimbursement. Reimbursements will be paid in US Dollars only and are limited to total
aggregate redemption (across all participants and items that are part of this promotional offer) of $1,000. Not valid for any reimbursement claims posted to Facebook after the deadline
described above. Offer provided by Outdoor Research, Inc. 2203 1st Ave S, Seattle, WA 98134.
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LESLIE ANTHONY PHOTO A hot June day raises a fog over the tundra in Churchill, Manitoba.

First Person

The best way to understand climate change is to go where
it’s most easily observed—and with fellow observers.

YOU’RE GETTING WARMER

1. CLIMATE CHANGE PRIMER
A few thousand studies in respected, peer-reviewed
journals agree on this much: average global temperature
is increasing; as it does, average sea level rises and
northern hemisphere snow cover recedes, sowing a
positive feedback loop of melting and warming and
increasingly extreme weather. In the background lurk
related and distressing facts—like precipitous global
declines in the thickness and extent of glaciers, or
that by the millennium, average end-date of snow
cover in Canada’s north was already three weeks later
than in 1950. The most sensitive barometer of rapid
change is the extent of polar sea ice in the Arctic: 2012
saw the least extent and thinnest ice ever recorded, and
breakup in 2013 began 57 days earlier than average.
“Models predict a seasonally ice-free Arctic between
2050 and 2100. But we’re on a trajectory to see this
within a decade or two,” notes David Barber, Canada
Research Chair in Arctic System Science at the
University of Manitoba. “Observations show a much
more rapid response to atmospheric build-up of CO2
than expected. This should be a wake-up call to the
public and policymakers.”
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Should be. Except enough folks have their heads in
the sand that it’s genuinely crowded down there. Still,
the vast majority who accept climate change want to
know its realities—to understand the science, and to
better engage in effective discussion. Verifying the
information tsunami available online or via print is
daunting, so some have decided that the surest way to
self-educate on climate change is to join researchers
studying it on the ground.

2. CITIZEN ARMADA
One of the most pernicious effects of a warming
climate is the rapid loss of permafrost, a phenomenon
altering the entire biosphere. To understand the process,
Dr. Peter Kershaw of the University of Alberta has
monitored ecosystem responses to permafrost loss in
Churchill, Manitoba, for 15 years. Kershaw quantifies
changes through the declining status of permafrost
and the corresponding poleward migration of treeline.
Because this dual research strategy involves yearround, labour-intensive collection of large data sets
in relatively small windows of time, the significant
people-power required comes in the form of teams

of vacation-volunteers marshalled by Earthwatch
Expeditions (earthwatch.org) and brokered through
Vancouver-based govoluntouring.com.
Voluntourism is a growing travel sector, and though
flagship projects involve social-justice, archaeology,
sustainable energy, or charismatic megafauna (think
pandas, dolphins, sea turtles), climate change studies
are growing in popularity. A volunteer gig in Churchill
offers a tempting backdrop of bobbing belugas and
prowling polar bears, but participants journey there
primarily to validate for themselves why and how
climate change is occurring; to see that the studies
informing the news are, in fact, rigorous and exacting;
and, more importantly, to learn how to talk about it.
In June, 2012, in ominously warm weather (20˚C) for
these latitudes, I joined a squadron of voluntourism
vets and neophytes at the Centre for Northern Studies
in Churchill. The diverse group included Texas
college instructors, a New York economics prof, a
Harvard-bound student, a British cattle farmer, and
a PepsiCo sustainability manager, each motivated to
wade in where governments fear to tread.

3. THAW THE PEAT, DO THE MATH
The grueling work involved kneeling on the tundra,
often with a magnifying glass, and finding, measuring
and aging seedlings, saplings and trees. Nevertheless,
the long, insect-plagued days delivered plenty—both
on the ground and in nightly talks and discussions.
A primary revelation was that permafrost—whether
centimetres or kilometres deep—covers some
39,000,000 km2, or 24 per cent of Earth’s total land
surface, with revealing geopolitical distribution: 50
per cent each of Russia and Canada; 22 per cent of
China; 82 per cent of Alaska (and thus 15 per cent
of U.S. landmass). The relevance is staggering: 88
per cent of circumpolar peatlands that formed after
the last deglaciation—the Hudson Bay Lowlands in
which we were working being the largest of these—
are sequestered in this permafrost. This represents
some 50 per cent of the global carbon pool, an
almost unfathomable amount.
The poleward migration of treeline is a circumpolar
phenomenon. In areas of discontinuous permafrost
(such as mountain ranges in the NWT), loss of landforms like palsas (ice-cored peat mounds) has been

over one per cent each year since 1944. Thawing peat
releases both CO2 and CH4, the gases contributing
most to the Greenhouse Effect that defines the
Anthropocene (as some would define the current
human-influenced epoch). Areas of more continuous
permafrost, like Churchill, are also warming and
thawing at a rapid rate, releasing CO2 and, because
of extensive wetlands, enormous amounts of CH4—
which, with approximately 23 times the potency
of CO2, contributes a whopping 25 per cent to the
overall warming effect.

4. TIME BOMB AT THE ARCTIC’S EDGE
Conclusions are stark: sustained thawing of northern
permafrost peatlands is exposing massive amounts of
organic carbon to decomposition, leading to positive
feedbacks in which increased greenhouse gases rapidly
amplify warming at higher latitudes with potentially
catastrophic consequences.
No one knows where the tipping point or threshold
resides; however, as seen in the far-exceeded models
for sea-ice cover and other effects, it may come

sooner than we can predict—far sooner than even
the wide-eyed group that gathered in Churchill to
learn about it firsthand could imagine. On the final
evening Kershaw offered an overview of what we
had accomplished and how it fit with both his overall
research and the bigger questions. He displayed the
data collected during our nine days in the field, and
the numbers were impressive.
“My big hope is always that a group goes away with the
feeling that they’ve made a contribution,” says Kershaw,
who has now hosted dozens of such synods.
Indeed we each now counted ourselves ambassadors
of awareness. Furthermore, the group had transformed from strangers to people who could work and
have fun together despite disparate sensibilities, ages,
and backgrounds. The reasons too easily found for not
getting along with someone elsewhere were routed by
the camaraderie of understanding and revelation. Maybe
the real lesson lay in the precepts of voluntourism
itself, pointing a way to what might be accomplished
on the climate change front if hands-on education and
cooperation—perhaps government-backed—were the
norm rather than the exception. – Leslie Anthony
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Four by Two
A TETRAD OF SELF-PROPELLED STAY AND PLAY

WHITECAP ALPINE
THE LODGE AT PINE COVE
Situated on the Voyageurs’ route along the historic French River north of Toronto,
this near-north gem offers the ultimate in backwoods paddling comfort—a
spacious, eco-conscious central lodge surrounded by rustic-luxe cabins scattered
through surrounding forest. The gourmet kitchen delivers breakfast to your cabin
in a picnic hamper and lavishes much-anticipated dinners. Sustainability features
include local sourcing of food and hand-made everything—even insect repellant.
Alex Strachan and partner Nicola Ross razed a disintegrating 1930s fishing camp
to build the present lodge and outfitter. Both lead excursions—whether flatwater
circuits through stunning Canadian Shield landscapes or descents of high-octane
rapids long-immortalized in Canadian art. // frenchriver.com

A short drive from Whistler in B.C.’s South Chilcotin Mountains, heli-accessed
McGillivray Pass Lodge has maintained its European, family-run tradition since
1972. Built on three generations of skiers, the authentic, open-plan log structure
features wood-burning fireplace, hot showers, sauna, heated outhouses, and
satellite internet access. The kitchen produces tasty, well-deserved meals. Dormstyle rooms accommodate up to 12 guests. With emphasis on service and safety,
Whitecap guides exploration of its exceptional terrain, a discovery you can make
as challenging as you wish—whether alpine bowls, summits with long glacial
descents, or the glades right outside the door. // whitecapalpine.ca

AUBERGE DE MONTAGNE DES CHIC-CHOCS
In the Gaspé Peninsula’s enigmatic Chic Chocs mountain range, in the heart
of Réserve Faunique de Matane, waits an experience unique in eastern North
America: an upscale, eco-friendly lodge with four-star chef and spa that delivers
deep powder in a vast wilderness. The three-storey, wood-beamed height of Chic
Chocs chic delivers guides, gear for alpine-touring and snowshoeing, and gourmet
fare to rival any western heli-ski op. Alpine bowls and chutes can be reached
in one to several hours, while nearby lurk steep, brushed-out, B.C.-style glades.
Descend from the lodge to 55-metre Chute Helen, a huge waterfall silenced in ice,
then skin back to the fireside in minutes. // bit.ly/17BPh4a

ASSINIBOINE LODGE
Straddling the Alberta/B.C. border and constructed in 1928 as the first ski lodge
in the Canadian Rockies, Assiniboine’s rustic comfort offers the perfect base for
exploring B.C.’s Mount Assiniboine Provincial Park—a UNESCO World Heritage
Site of glacier-clad peaks, turquoise lakes, and wildflower-constellated meadows.
Accessible only by helicopter or hiking (skiing in winter), the full-service lodge
accommodates 30 in seven private cabins and five lodge rooms. Guests enjoy
guided hiking, gourmet meals, warm showers, sauna, and serious snoozes beneath
goose-down duvets. Assiniboine also operates basic overnight shelters—Naiset
Huts for hikers and skiers, the Hind Hut for climbers—and a campground. //
assiniboinelodge.com

UPPER LEFT Leslie Anthony and Robert Stimpson photos. UPPER RIGHT Paul Wright photos.
LOWER LEFT Leslie Anthony and courtesy SEPAQ archive. LOWER RIGHT Eric Daigle photos.
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OutSpoken

THREE QUESTIONS: JAMES LITTLE
In 1981, Torontonian James Little indulged a selfadmitted obsession with Mount Everest by trekking
to its famous base camp. Though the 53-year-old has
since flirted with the peak mostly from afar—whether
pursuing adventure through mountaineering, hiking,
mountain biking, trail running, and skiing, or vetting
coverage of the mountain’s endless dramas as a
respected magazine editor—he hasn’t ruled out a
climbing attempt now that he has some time. After a
13-year stint editing Outdoor Canada, Little took over
the reins of explore in July 2000, when Toronto-based
Cottage Life Media acquired the title from its Calgary
founders. He held that position until October 2012,
when the magazine returned west to OP Publishing
in North Vancouver. Known mostly to core outdoorists
at the time he took over, Little put explore on the
mainstream media map with an unheralded string of
National Magazine Awards. Here he reflects on his
time at the helm.

A ROUNDUP OF MOUNTAIN MEDIA

What kind of vision did you have for explore and
did you achieve what you’d hoped?

THREE QUESTIONS: STEVE CASIMIRO

NEW BOOK: EVEREST: HIGH EXPECTATIONS,
BY PAT MORROW AND SHARON WOOD
Winter 2012/13 delivered several examples of the
future of outdoor journalism, one of the best being
this engaging multi-touch ebook for the iPad from
resurrected Bungalo Books. In 1982, a huge team
of Canada’s best climbers trekked through Nepal’s
post-monsoon rains and a storm of personality
clashes to the base of Everest. After four deaths and
several defections, six climbers, including Pat Morrow,
summited via the traditional South Col route. Four
years later, the 1986 Canadian Everest Light Expedition
established a new route on the Tibet side and made
mountaineering history when Sharon Wood became
the first North American woman to reach the top.
News reports of the day (some included here) barely
addressed the challenges facing both groups. Everest:
High Expectations sets a new standard for “in-depth”
by offering gripping accounts and introspective
analysis augmented by 140 hi-res photos, slide shows,
archival video and audio, maps and other resources
to tell the true tales. // bungalobooks.com/featured-books/
everest-high-expectations/
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No one should be surprised at Steve Casimiro’s
success as creator and editor of Adventure-Journal.
com. The best and most comprehensive distillation of
outdoor-related happenings on the web, AJ delivers
everything from daily ski and cycle inspiration, to
weather and climate change analysis, environmental
and political news, historical profiles, opinion polls,
and the latest in outdoor movie genius, whether film
style or stunt. An accomplished photographer
(stevecasimiro.com) lionized for the soulful writing
he produced during 11 years as editor of Powder
magazine (thepowderintros.com), the Monarch Beach,
California-based 51-year-old parlayed a journalism
start at USA Today into the editorship of alpine
skiing’s de facto bible (1987-1998), the launch of
ground-breaking Bike and other creative projects, and
a decade-long stint at National Geographic Adventure until
it ceased regular publication in 2009. Casimiro talks
about AJ’s genesis and the work required to cover its
depth and breadth of subject matter.

How different is what you’re doing now from
what you started out doing?
In some ways it’s identical to what I learned in
journalism school, at newspapers, and at Powder.
The basic process of reporting—compiling notes,
researching, and the goal—doesn’t change. What has
changed is an amplification and acceleration in the
sheer volume of stories I deal with, and balancing
original material with an aggregation model—adding
value to things I find online like videos, photos or news.

What were the biggest shifts/changes you
witnessed in the Canadian outdoor world?
The outdoor world is constantly changing, with new
activities—and gear—springing up all the time. I
suppose the biggest change in the last decade or so was
the decrease in multi-day backcountry trips. It seems
more and more people prefer a quick day adventure,
before heading back to town. But these shorter adventures are more intense and adrenalin-fuelled than ever.

You worked on hundreds of features; do any
stand out for impact or personal appeal?
The best part of the job was working with so many
great writers. It was a real honour to be able to
publish their pieces. It’s impossible to pick one or
two that stand out for personal reasons—it was hard
enough to select stories for our 25th-anniversary
book Way Out There. As for impact, environmental
stories such as “Bear 99,” about the threat to grizzlies
in the Rockies, or “The Big Melt,” about the disappearance of our glaciers, resonated best with readers.

It was already a high-quality publication before I
became editor, but I wanted to make it even better.
Most of all, I wanted the best writing possible. The
goal was to produce a magazine like the Outside of the
1990s—full of useful information, but also entertaining
and interesting.

How hard is it to keep this thing going?
Incredibly easy—because I love it—and also very
hard. There’s no end to what you can put on a
website—it’s infinite. Producing seven or eight stories
a day is a boatload. I’m at my desk by 6 a.m. every day
and put in 12-14 hours, less family and outdoor time.
One of the most important aspects of AJ to me is
tone. You know—what’s the voice? It was the same at
Powder. You can’t be everything to everyone, you have
to be something. That’s a mistake many large mags make,
so with each AJ headline and other little thing I’m
curating a voice, and that’s time consuming.
OLD BOOK: CONQUISTADORS OF THE USELESS,
BY LIONEL TERRAY
When you entered the world of journalism was
there any hint of today’s landscape?
None. I joined Powder during the “golden era
of magazines”—the 1970s-1990s when there was
an explosion of titles. It wasn’t until the struggle
at National Geographic Adventure that I understood
something was broken with the standard publishing
business model. Traditional commercial magazines
speak to their audiences only in terms of sales: selling
of the magazine, selling of advertisers’ products, selling of the reader as commodity. They scream at you
from the newsstand in totally desperate language—
exclamation points and gimmicks that appeal to your
deepest insecurities and fears. I believe what you read
should appeal to your strengths and dreams, so I see
AJ as a conversation between friends.

Disarming and gripping in equal measure, the 1963 autobiography of celebrated French alpinist Lionel Terray
steers us through some of the world’s greatest climbing achievements with unexpected wit and candour. As a
young man Terray variously climbed with legends Maurice Herzog, Gaston Rebuffat and Louis Lachenal, joining
the lot in the 1950 French assault of Annapurna, the first successful 8,000-metre climb. All find space here, along
with Terray’s mountain adventures as part of the French Resistance in World War II and his many first ascents in
Alaska, the Alps, Andes and Himalaya. As a lightning rod for French postwar pride, Terray was mourned as
a national hero when he died in a 1965 rock-climbing accident. Perpetually listed among the greatest adventure
books of all time, author David Roberts, who certified the veracity of the once-contested Conquistadors manuscript
while researching his 2000 book, True Summit, calls it “The finest mountaineering narrative ever written.” //
mountaineersbooks.org/Conquistadors-of-the-Useless-P547.aspx
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SIR EDMUND HILLARY FOUNDATION PHOTO Bigfoot: Apa Sherpa on the summit of Everest with a family of SEHF fundraising yetis.

Sherpa

Sherpa
1. APA SHERPA’S VISION QUEST
words Lisa Richardson
What’s conquering the world’s highest summit compared with knowing how to read,
taking out the trash and keeping one’s wife happy?
Nothing, if Apa Sherpa is any indication. The Guinness World Record holder for
Everest summits famously said, “I have to climb so that my kids don’t have to. I
would not want them to be Everest climbers. I want them to get an education. That
way they won’t have to carry more than their body weight up mountains for a living
like me.”
Having worked as a porter from age 12, the “Super Sherpa,” born Lhakpa Tenzing
Sherpa, summited Everest almost annually from 1990 through 2011. His first attempt
was with the late Rob Hall and Sir Edmund Hillary’s son, Peter, in 1990, and it

was only by good luck that he wasn’t along on Hall’s fatal 1996 expedition, having
acceded to his wife’s request to spend time working around the house that year.
On his last four summits, undertaken with the Eco Expedition team to raise awareness
about climate change, they hauled out almost 14 tons of garbage including helicopter
debris, ladders, old ropes and tents, tin cans and climbing gear, and several dead
bodies. They also demonstrated how much cleaner Everest attempts could be by
using parabolic solar cookers, UV water-purifying pens, and hauling out their waste
in toilet bags.
Apa’s eco-campaigning didn’t stop with his final, and 21st summit. Last April, age
52, he led a celebrity trek across Nepal’s 1700-km Great Himalaya Trail, possibly the
gnarliest trek on the planet, to show the impacts of climate change on Himalayan
mountain communities.
Having moved to Salt Lake City in his mid-40s in order to see his children educated,
Apa started the Apa Sherpa Foundation this January, with a goal to “strengthen
individuals where they live” and improve conditions at the Thame school that Sir
Edmund Hillary started in an effort to reverse the exodus of young Sherpas in
search of a better life.
“In the Khumbu,” Apa is quoted in Brot Coburn’s Himalaya: Personal Stories of
Grandeur, Challenge and Hope, “people are not judged by how many times they
climbed Mount Everest or by how much money they have in the bank, but rather
by how much they help or give to their neighbours.” Wisdom worth keeping alive.
// apasherpafoundation.org
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RENAN OZTURK PHOTO Sherpa Karma Tsering serves Sherpa Dave Mossop tea in Phortse, Nepal.

2. SHERPAS CINEMA’S QUEST FOR VISION
It’s telling, when asked what has been the best day
since the release of All.I.Can, the filmic tour de force
that won 20 awards and saw filmmaker Dave Mossop
hailed by Outside magazine as Adventurer of the Year,
that Mossop deadpans: “My birthday, when I got to
just sleep.”
Correction. It was the day he went no-boarding with a
friend—and without a camera. “I think it was one of
my only days not filming in the past two years.”
That, despite the fact that the filming alluded to
includes his “ultimate dream project,” shooting the 5D
film (you might want to look that up), FlyOver Canada,
that will screen in a multimillion-dollar custom spherical
theatre at Vancouver’s Canada Place this June.
A trip to Nepal last September for the Sherpas’ newest
project, Into the Mind, was another highlight. “It was
my first time meeting real Sherpas. It was absolutely
game-changing. They’re the most impressive humans on

earth. We were truly humbled to be in their presence.”
The Sherpas Cinema trio—Mossop, co-director Eric
Crosland and producer Malcolm Sangster—originally
called themselves “Sherpas” thinking that hauling
people’s camera bags and gear would be a good way to
make a living in the mountains without yielding to The
Man. Says Mossop, “We came up with our name when
we were in grade 11, and I don’t think we seriously
understood its full meaning. The Sherpas are the
strongest, most grounded, most nature-connected people
you can imagine, so the only downer is that we’re not
actual Sherpas. We worked with a guy who carried our
crane and metal work—100 kilos of gear that I could
barely lift—all the way to the base of Everest. He was
phenomenal.”
With shooting in the can, Mossop’s current load is more
psychological than physical. As climbing teaser views for
Into the Mind create expectations as high as the Sherpas

Cinema’s own ambitions, and the clock ticks inexorably
towards a September 28 world premiere, they’re locking
down for an intense summer of editing.
“It seems we’re constantly calibrating our aspirations
to be just an inch beyond what we’re capable of,” jokes
Mossop. “I’ve been dreaming of this film for a long
time. It’s been an amazing journey. But challenging
for sure. A ski movie with a storyline is not an easy
marriage.”
A meditation on risk, personal challenge and the choices
we make in the mountains, it’s also a documentary that
makes demands on its creators. “You can’t control it as
much as you’d like,” says Mossop. “It’s a crazy balance
between preconception and spontaneity. As much as
you want to have it all planned out, when nature is
whispering in your ear, you just have to go with it.”
// flyovercanada.com (teaser at vimeo.com/51780124);
sherpascinema.com (Into the Mind teaser at vimeo.com/54348266)
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Haute Terre
OUTDOOR ART AND ARTIFICE

PAUL MORRISON PHOTO British Columbia’s Hankin-Evelyn recreation area offers a new vision for backcountry skiing—and some pretty decent powder.

SNOWFLAKES VISIBLE FROM SPACE

Innovate

Les Arcs, France, Simon Beck, artist

HOME HILL
THE EQUATION
From the summit plateau of Hankin Mountain you
can see a lot: west to the Coast Mountains, east to
the Rockies, south to the sheer walls and glaciers of
Hudson Bay Mountain. During a 30-minute bootpack
up the east ridge we’ve also seen three snowboarders
drop three very different—but equally tempting—
lines in the main north-facing bowl. Now it’s our
turn. Brian chooses the largest and closest chute, a
halfpipe that sweeps away beneath his tips; I opt for
the next one over, requiring a small cornice-drop to
enter. After watching Brian safely to the bottom, 300
vertical metres below, I drop in. Despite preternatural
late-March warmth (we’d climbed to the staging
cabin at treeline in t-shirts) the snow is unscathed
and powdery. Combined with a sustained 35-degree
pitch and mere five-minute walk back to the cabin
it makes for something, well… kind of perfect. For
residents of Smithers, B.C., who can drive to the base
of Hankin-Evelyn Backcountry Recreation Area in
under 30 minutes, perfect is, well… kind of normal.
You’d be forgiven for thinking that ten sporting
goods stores serving 5,500 souls makes Smithers a
different sort of place. And you wouldn’t be alone.
Unlike many northern whistle stops, folks choose
Smithers and the Bulkley Valley more for lifestyle

reasons (of which there are many) than somewhere
to land a resource-based job (of which there are few),
a basis for the town’s strong community-mindedness,
burgeoning outdoor scene, and ability to support
a forward-thinking initiative like Hankin-Evelyn:
low-elevation snowshoeing and cross-country loops,
beginner, intermediate and expert downhill runs, as
well as significant high-alpine terrain—all available
free of charge.
The story begins in 2008 when local Brian Hall
secured funding to develop a dedicated area for
non-motorized backcountry usage. A longtime skier
who’d done avalanche control at Lake Louise back
in the 1970s, Hall had since worked in consulting,
resource industries, real estate, and created the Valhalla
Pure chain of outdoor retailers before turning to
running the Stork Inn in Smithers with his wife Kim.
Used to problem solving, Hall sought a way to move
past the perennial conflict between self-propelled and
motorized recreators in B.C.’s busy backcountry. With
seed money from the feds earmarked for unemployed
forestry workers, and partnering with everyone from
friends to backcountry user groups to the province,
Hall had fellers cut seven runs on Hankin and a
couple more at nearby Evelyn Mountain/Elliot Peak.

A cabin with woodstove was constructed atop the
cut trails at treeline, a place for respite from which to
attack the alpine. From the start, volunteers were the
lifeblood; local business and individuals support the
project with winter road plowing, improvements and
ongoing maintenance.
Emphasis here is on small-footprint sustainability (compost toilets doncha know) and avalanche awareness
education. Each trailhead as well as the cabin have avalanche-beacon signal gates that check those passing.
Snow safety clinics take place and the cabin’s interior is
adorned with an Avalanche Terrain Exposure System
map of the area produced by the Canadian Avalanche
Association. Trailheads also feature automated counters to track usage: some 2,000 in winter 2010/11, 4,000
the next (how’s that for growth?).
On our second pass, we climb maybe two-thirds
of the way up the ridge to ski a narrower chute in
north-facing shadow. Again, Hall goes first and I
follow. Jump turns in steep powder morph to large
sweeping turns in the bowl, rock-and-rollovers in the
bottom, a smart schuss across to the sunny side, and
a hockey-stop at the forest’s edge. No lifts. No noise. No
people. No problems. Perfect again. – LA
// bbss.ca/hankin
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Webmovie, 2012, Jeremy Collins
There are athletes. There are artists. And then
there are those, like Jeremy Collins, who are
greater than the sum of the whole. Last winter
saw release of another thought-provoking work
by the self-proclaimed “instigator+director+creator+climber+storyteller” (jercollins.com), who has
contributed graphics to projects ranging from
North Face films to National Geographic covers:
“I make art. I always have and know no other
way. Sometimes with pen and paper. Sometimes
with film and story. Sometimes while climbing
rocks. And then I share it. Otherwise what’s the
point?” Part meditation on beauty, part modern
parable, The Equation uses a turn-of-the-century
explorer protagonist to spin not only a stunning
film with marvelous effects and graphics, but
also a charming metaphor for hope and renewal.
// vimeo.com/58471346

Unlike crop circles etched by aliens, these
equally improbable snow designs are the work
of a lone British artist who spends 10 hours a
day trudging them out by foot at the French
ski resort of Les Arcs. Simon Beck creates the
intricate and enormous patterns (some the size
of six soccer fields) with custom snowshoes
that range in imprint from snowflakes to spirals
to cubes. An orienteering leader, Beck uses a
compass to create the hundreds of perfectly
geometric designs he has stomped out since
his first during Christmas, 2004. Though the
designs are popular with tourists, Beck’s main
reason for doing them was because he could
no longer run due to foot problems, and
plodding on snow was the least painful way
of exercising. Gradually, however, his reasons
have morphed to photography. “I am considering buying a better camera,” says Beck. //
facebook.com/snowart8848

CARBON 14: CLIMATE IS CULTURE
Exhibition, ROM, Toronto
October 2013 - February 2014
In November 2011, on the shores of Lake
Ontario, 25 North American “cultural
producers”—artists, filmmakers, poets, writers,
musicians, ad directors—gathered in Toronto
to interrogate eight “informers” from across
the spectrum of climate engagement—scientists,
economists, new-energy technologists, politicians,
eco-theologians and social scientists. The goal:
to spur creative exchanges across disciplines
concerning issues related to global climate
change. The successful result is the exhibition
Carbon 14: Climate is Culture at the Royal Ontario
Museum’s Institute for Contemporary Culture.
In it, 14 artists have collaborated with workshop
participants to confront climate change in poignant,
subversive, humorous, and passionately human
ways. In addition, a series of public programs,
satellite projects, and partnerships will unfold
under the Carbon 14 banner over the five-month
exhibition run. // t.co/NmGVgO6nxS
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Time

IS IT TWILIGHT FOR THE KINGDOM OF ZANSKAR?

Words and photography :: Ace Kvale

someone had fallen in the river and been swept
under the ice, never to be found.

Bare-legged, I’d shuffled through the slushy
water flowing over the ice surface like a zombie,
little but sheer will telling my feet where to
go. Anything below the knees had long since
progressed to a state beyond numb—like stumps
of wood attached to my body. It wasn’t yet painful,

anyone to join me on that adventure: the Chadar,
one of the wildest, most remote treks in the
world, was also one of the most dangerous.
~

though I knew it eventually would be. All that mat-

Living in Switzerland in the eighties, I’d learned

tered at that point was to keep going, to get out

of the photography of a Swiss adventurer by the

of the freezing water and onto the rocky shore.

name of Oliver Follmi. His stunning imagery—from

That was six years ago. Deep in the gorge of
the Zanskar River, halfway to our destination of
Padum, a partially frozen waterway—the Chadar
(white blanket) route—was the only way in or
out of the tiny Kingdom of Zanskar when the
passes were closed by winter snows. It became
passable when temperatures plunged to -30˚C

A young monk in the village of Reru. Roughly 95 per cent of
Zanskar’s 14,000 inhabitants practice Tibetan Buddhism.

There was a reason why it had been hard to get

a virtually unknown hidden enclave of Tibetan
Buddhism in northeast India—portrayed small,
mud-walled villages set amidst towering peaks
and robed peasants walking on a frozen river.
Mostly, however, his photos depicted a beautiful,
peaceful, and happy-looking people. Zanskar
became a place I had to see for myself.

or lower, when shelves of ice could form along

It took many years, but I finally caught a glimpse

the edge of foaming rapids in a vertical-walled

of Zanskar in 2003 while trekking and volunteering

canyon at an altitude of 3,500 metres. As I

on a service project in Ladakh, the far-flung eastern

experienced even then, however, warming winter

corner of troubled Jammu and Kashmir State in

temperatures meant less ice and more moving

northwest India, the country’s most remote and

water, rendering the historic route increasingly

sparsely populated region. Occupying a high-al-

treacherous. A day or two before, we’d heard,

titude snow desert cradled by the Karakoram
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Warming winter temperatures mean less ice and
more moving water along the Chadar, rendering
the historic route increasingly treacherous.

and Greater Himalaya ranges and crisscrossed

global culture are likely to spell doom for one of

by myriad razor-sharp peaks and ridges, Zanskar

the last Buddhist strongholds on earth.

remains cut off from the outside world by snow
for up to eight months each year, and only saw a
drivable summer road completed in 1980. When
word got out that the first lorry had crossed the
4,400-metre pass into Zanskar bearing a load
of lumber, the event was deemed so miraculous
and unheralded that people walked as far as 50
kilometres bearing gifts of hay for whatever kind
of animal could have made such a prodigious
journey. Over thirty years later this seasonal road
still represents the only vehicular access.

One reason for India’s new-found roadbuilding
zeal is Zanskar’s strategic position: Pakistan lies
to the west and north, Afghanistan a stone’s
throw away, and bulging, voracious China pushes
down from every direction. With the garrison
town of Leh populated by soldiers serving on
the longstanding disputed border with Pakistan
along the Siachen Glacier, India is playing catch
up with both that country and China in establishing
roads through this Himalayan labyrinth. Thus,
it now seems every valley has its bulldozers,

My brush with the remote kingdom painted it in

dynamite, and road workers from far-off southern

even more magical light, and I knew I would find

Bihar state. A tunnel is under construction

a way to get back there. Eventually, I convinced a

beneath the infamous Rohtang Pass connecting

sponsor and a few intrepid friends to undertake

Manali with Leh and the valleys of Spiti and La-

the infamous Chadar. Walking at high altitude on

haul. At just under 4,000 metres, Rohtang Pass—

ice over running water (and then water running

literally, “pile of corpses”—isn’t particularly high

over ice) walled in by 5,200 – 6,100 metre peaks

or difficult by Himalayan standards, but strategic

and sleeping in caves while enduring tempera-

importance and the fact that it’s only passable

tures below -30˚C isn’t for everybody, though

May through September have made it a military

the centuries-old route is still used by locals;

priority to construct an 8.5-kilometre tunnel

even children on their way to boarding school

underneath the ancient trade route to access to

in Ladakh’s capital of Leh annually endure the

the southern reaches of Zanskar.

100-kilometre struggle. Despite its brutality, the
Chadar was the most amazing trek I’d ever done,
and my desire to return yet again was chastened
only by the difficulty in convincing others of its
uniqueness—and coming demise.

Pastoralists who live on a diet of little more
than barley and yak butter in small, mud-walled
communities that house up to four generations,
Zanskaris for the most part welcome roads
and the practical changes they will bring: glass

While climate change renders the Chadar less

windows, motorcycles, foodstuffs. Unfortunately,

amenable to passage, India’s Border Roads

with these will come trash and pollution, the

Organization (BRO) is simultaneously building

dark side of modernization of which Zanskaris

an all-season passage for motorized vehicles in

have no concept or knowledge how to deal with.

seemingly impossible terrain: the agonizingly
slow process of blasting and bulldozing along
vertical cliffs and through steep mountains
featuring constant rockslides isn’t stopping
the inexorable march toward “progress.” When
the government’s route is complete, however,
commerce, traffic and the inevitable tsunami of

For non-winter trekkers, the route across Zanskar
has already been shortened by jeep access that
speeds both the approach and finish—the latter
facilitating the urge of most exiting the route to
get more quickly to cold beers in Leh. What once
took a month or more of walking can now be
completed in half that time.
PREVIOUS SPREAD Following the Chadar, a Zanskari man shoulders his
load along a frozen river in the depths of winter. LEFT A monk at Lingshed
Monastery. ABOVE, TOP TO BOTTOM Zanskari families identify goat herds by
painting them with different colors; making chai in a cave along the Chadar;
a yak atop 4,805-metre Sirsir La pass; pony drivers from Manali enjoy tea
and a smoke along the trail.
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What look like piles of rocks in

In 2011 I was lucky enough to return in summer

with their thousands of prayers stone-carved

the distance are often ancient

to lead a trek across Zanskar from south to

by monks over the centuries. My companions

north, starting from Manali in Himachal Pradesh

quickly discovered what I already knew: in

castles and ruined monasteries.

and finishing in Leh, 20 days and a hard 320

Zanskar, it’s impossible to not be moved by the

The scale is too big to com-

kilometres later. With ponies carrying our supplies,

beauty, the silence, and the stark contrast to our

a fantastic cook by the name of Marco, and two

own light-speed lives.

prehend; the air so clear that

young local guides, life was a good deal easier

oxygen-starved brains have no

carefree all day with our material and nourish-

frame of reference.

than on my previous winter trek. We walked
ment needs catered to. Although getting over
multiple passes of 5,000 metres wasn’t without
risk, rewards were huge: the ability to step
back in time in a land without cars, electricity,
or running water; to walk through self-sufficient
villages; the chance to meet open and generous
people who have no qualms about inviting you
in to sample home-brewed chang (made from
millet and hot water, chang is the Holy Beer
of the Himalaya). Our small group of friends
and relatives was well aware that for a limited
time there was still a chance to view a simple
and beautiful way of life, where the spiritual

RIGHT Phuktal monastery. Founded in the 12th century it is currently home to
about 70 monks. BELOW A monk making bricks at Phuktal.
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is everywhere and in everything—whether
endless strings of prayer-flags, or the mani walls

In southern Utah where I live, it’s possible to
daily come across signs left by various cultures
that thrived there between 800 – 10,000 years
ago, and I spend countless hours looking for
traces of ancient civilizations. But I recognize
that my searching for arrowheads and ruins
represents more than a pastime—it’s an urge to
connect with the past. Walking in a place like
Zanskar, I feel that same passion of stepping
directly back in time and instantly making a
connection. Valleys and villages have been
consistently inhabited for thousands of years
essentially unchanged. Coincidentally, the huts
in Zanskar are similar to the pueblo-like dwellings of America’s desert southwest and were
inhabited at the same time. The difference is
that Zanskar is a living museum. A museum that
may soon be closing.

When word got out that the first lorry had
crossed the pass into Zanskar with a load
of lumber, people walked 50 km bearing
gifts of hay for whatever kind of animal
had made such a prodigious journey.

PREVIOUS SPREAD Zanskaris
have developed a system of
intensive arable agriculture and
complex irrigation. Barley, lentils,
and potatoes make up the bulk
of the diet.
LEFT The well-worn hands of
a Nepali construction worker
brought in by Indian government
contractors for road work.
RIGHT Monks at Lingshed monastery invite travellers in for prayers,
tsampa and tea.

Low-hanging clouds obscured the view as I

shadow and comprises high desert similar to

folds of their robes. With more smiles and much

waited for the group to gather on a pass marked

the Tibetan plateau. Virtually treeless, its beauty

head-nodding they continued their slow uphill

by huge piles of small stones and hundreds

is stark: light plays tricks across huge plains,

climb while we descended into a green, oxygen-

of prayer flags. Each stone was a symbol

wavering along jagged ridgelines that stretch to

rich valley surrounded by glacier-clad peaks.

of someone’s passing, of a journey over this

the horizon. What look like small piles of rocks

Crossing a stone bridge over an icy torrent, one

ancient route from one kingdom to the next. As

in the distance are often ancient castles and

by one we arrived to the luxury of tea and

leader, I checked on everybody just to be sure

ruined monasteries. The scale, at first, is too big

cookies at camp, beautifully situated in a meadow

all was okay. It was only our third day trekking

to comprehend; the air so clear and our brains

below a stunning 6,000-metre peak. Marco,

and we were already at 5,000 metres, but this

so starved of oxygen that we have no frame of

who’d preceded us, told us that the old man

was the moment for which we had all journeyed

reference for the view unfolding beneath our feet.

was taking his granddaughter to the Manali-Leh

so far. We gathered for a moment, took a few
photos, had a bite to eat, then began our descent
into the Kingdom of Zanskar.

Soon the group was straggling, spread out over
a mile or more. Various degrees of headaches,
sore feet, and bad stomachs from poor food at

It’s possible to trek without a guide or ponies

a roadside stop days before had made it difficult

but one must be prepared with all the essentials.

to appreciate the beauty and vastness. We’d all

Trekking in Zanskar differs from the more popular

turned inward simply hoping to soon arrive at

version conducted in neighbouring Nepal. To

a comfortable camp where our various needs

start, there are few other trekkers or villages

would be catered to. In the distance a few

catering to their needs. Nevertheless, amenities

people were heading up the pass in the opposite

are beginning to sprout in limited ways along

direction. As we closed the gap we saw an old

more popular routes, where enterprising locals

man leading a young girl on a pony. Jullay! Jullay!

have constructed tiny tea houses from the old

they sang, greeting us in Ladakhi as huge smiles

stone walls of shepherd shelters and used Indian

split their weather-beaten faces. We stopped to

Army silk parachutes as roofs. The region lies

share what snacks we had in our packs, handfuls

in the northern part of the Himalayan rain

of nuts and energy bars disappeared into the

road—where we’d begun our own journey—to
catch the bus over Rohtang Pass to attend
boarding school in Himachal Pradesh. Though a
journey of at least four days, they’d had almost
nothing—just a couple of worn blankets, some
tsampa (roasted barely flour) and tea. Their
hardiness, resourcefulness, harmony with a
harsh environment, and, most of all, happiness,
left a profound impression. We were a modern,
well-equipped group with all the comforts of
home traveling over the same ancient route on
which people still followed the thousand-yearold rhythms of walking for days or even weeks
to trade, attend a festival or wedding, or deliver
a child to school.
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LEFT A pony train humps trekkers’ loads below the huge west face of
5,900-metre Gumburanjon.

In a few years time the road through Zanskar
will be complete. Lorries will arrive with lumber,
ramen noodles, plastic toys, and other hallmarks
of modern civilization. The road will transform a
way of life forever—both for good and for bad.
The outcome will follow a predictable, inescapable
path. Presently, villages far from the reaches
of the growing network of roads produce their
own food, as they have for centuries; barley,
potatoes, and a few other staples are grown;
yaks and goats produce milk and cheese; dung
provides fuel for heat and cooking. Almost
everything produced is now utilized in some
way, but when goods begin to arrive from the
outside world the litter will begin. With no concept
of garbage, wrappers and tins will simply be
tossed outside. The closer to a road a village
lies the more trash will surround it. Without proactive measures the refuse will find its way into
the waters of carefully constructed aqueducts
cutting through the alluvial fans of mountain
streams on which villages inevitably locate.
Satellite dishes will bloom on the rooftops, the
internet will bring the future before the present
can catch up; youngsters will leave for the cities,
and the Indian Army will use increased access to
amass troops in its border regions.
The old ways in Zanskar will indeed change
forever. But it won’t all happen overnight, so
there’s still opportunity to walk back in time
in these mountains, experience life in the slow
lane, and the happiness that seems to dwell in
the timeless interplay of hardship and beauty.

Ace Kvale lives in southern
Utah with his dog, Genghis.
His love of all things ancient
and sacred finds daily inspiration in prehistoric rock art,
Anasazi ruins, and the vast
surrounding canyonlands.
acekvale.com
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a failure
of reason

Every good story has a conflict and every good conflict has a hero.
The biggest environmental battle in Canadian history has a surfeit
of both. Words Feet Banks

NICOLAS TEICHROB / STAND FILM PHOTO A bald eagle completes its
life cycle—naturally—in British Columbia’s Great Bear Rainforest.

A hero ventures forth from
the world of common day
into a region of supernatural
wonder: fabulous forces are
there encountered and the
hero comes back from this
mysterious adventure with
the power to bestow gifts on
his fellow man.
— Joseph Campbell,
The Hero With A Thousand Faces

A HERO’S JOURNEY Humans will always need

wave of heroes will be those that can save us

Gateway” is actually twin pipelines, as a highly

heroes. They conquer our fears, step forward

from ourselves.

toxic natural-gas condensate must first be piped

when others shrink back, wade in like shining
knights of possibility. From Odysseus to Luke
Skywalker to Po the Kung-Fu Panda, whether
battling dragons or tricking the Seagull Spirit
to release the sun from a cedar box, throughout
history and across cultures we have made
legends of those—real or imaginary—who rose
to the occasion.
Today’s heroes don’t fight dragons (they can’t
even figure out how to play an entire hockey
season) and there are no more conflicts as
straightforward as, say, World War II. We don’t
have masked crusaders keeping our streets
safe, nor caped avengers protecting us from
aliens, villains or deranged geniuses.
There’s no need for heroism in a perfect world,
of course, nor in one of absolute malevolence.
But human life exists in an equilibrium between
the two, and when that balance shifts, when the
forces of evil sink in an extra claw and begin to
drag us all towards the darkness… that’s when
heroes arise.

to Alberta from Kitimat in order to dilute the
THE COMMON WORLD Containing huge deposits
of bitumen, an extremely heavy crude oil, the
Athabasca Tar Sands of Northern Alberta support
one of the largest industrial projects on the
planet. Enormous amounts of water and energy
are required to extract bitumen from its sandy
matrix. Belching smoke and steam obscure the
stars and toxic tailing ponds dot the landscape.
While it provides for thousands of jobs, the tar
sands is also the country’s single largest generator
of greenhouse gases and the primary reason
Canada became the first nation to pull out of
the Kyoto Protocol, the 1997 international treaty
aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
Freed from the strictures of Kyoto, tar sands
lease-holds are rapidly expanding. And in lieu
of a national energy strategy, there are no plans
to rein things in. To capitalize on the lack of
regulation, Calgary-based Enbridge Inc. has
proposed a 1,177-kilometre pipeline to carry
tar-sands bitumen from Bruderheim, Alberta, to

These days, with evil lurking everywhere

the port of Kitimat on the North Coast of British

from conservative politics and conscienceless

Columbia. Here, the bitumen will be loaded

executives to your mother’s idling SUV or the

onto supertankers—220 each year—destined

styrofoam box your lunch came in, the next

for Asian markets. The Enbridge “Northern
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bitumen—which is thicker and heavier than
conventional oil—for transport.

LEFT A determined Heiltsuk crew from Bella Bella paddles to Shearwater to testify at a Joint Review Panel hearing on the Northern Gateway project, by Ilja Herb. ABOVE, CLOCKWISE FROM UPPER LEFT Ali Howard by Brian Hunt; Norm Hann by Nicolas
Teichrob / STAND film; Frank Wolf courtesy Frank Wolf; Tamo Campos by Jasper Snow Rosen; Dimitri Gammer by Barbless Fly Productions; Kim Slater by Zach Embree.

Enbridge claims the $6.5 billion megaproject
will pump hundreds of billions of dollars into
the Canadian economy over 30 years and create

VENTURING FORTH “[The tar sands] is not

Wolf’s other films include a 43-day kayak

In June, 2012, just as Canada’s National Energy

a place you want to be,” says 42-year-old

circumnavigation of Haida Gwaii and a 2,000-km

Board began public hearings on Northern

Vancouver-based adventure filmmaker, Frank

canoe expedition across the Northwest Territo-

Gateway, Slater put love into action and ran

Wolf. In August 2010, along with friend and

ries and Nunavut that highlights climate-change

1,177 km across B.C.’s Highway 16, engaging

schoolteacher Todd McGowan, Wolf embarked

effects in the region. “If you want to make a

communities along the way in dialogue about

from Fort McMurray, hub of oil country, on a

living filming and writing about these kinds of

energy and alternatives to tar sands expansion.

2,400-km, self-powered adventure that would

trips you have to be willing to give back,” he

“I never positioned myself as an expert. And

largely shadow the proposed pipeline route. The

says. “You have to balance adventure and the

I’d never even run a marathon before,” says

first leg was a 450-km bike through scarified

issues affecting an area to help it stay wild and

the 33-year-old Slater, who would essentially

As information about the project seeped out,

lands from Fort McMurray to Bruderheim and the

preserve ecological integrity. On the Line was

run one a day for 30 days. “But our health and

those who lived, worked or recreated along the

start of the pipeline. “The tar sands zone up in

my first real issue-focused film. I wanted to use

safety and identity are tied to these natural

pipeline and tanker routes realized how few

Fort Mac is definitely a dustbowl,” Wolf explains,

whatever skills I could to make a difference.”

places. My connection and loyalty to the land-

in the province’s south and across the country

“but hiking the degraded landscape of Northern

were aware what was actually at stake. Antici-

Alberta between Grande Prairie and the Rockies

pating that strong-arm political and economic

was the most mind-numbing part,”

3,000 temporary jobs during construction. A
majority of British Columbians, however, believe
the inevitability of a pipeline leak or tanker
spill (calculated at 95-99 per cent for the life of
the project in a recent Simon Fraser University
study), and potential risk to an economy and
way of life tied to salmon rivers and the coast,
drastically outweighs any possible benefit.

spin (which materialized in spades) would
attempt to keep people in the dark about the
true risks, a few heroic citizens decided to take
the task of raising awareness into their own
hands—even if that meant a trip into the heart
of darkness.

Whistler-based environment/sustainability specialist Kim Slater echoes Wolf’s thoughts. “I never
thought of myself as an activist,” she says. “I

scape is so strong that [this pipeline] felt like
a gun pointed at someone I love and I had to
do something to protect them. A friend told me
running is the fastest way forward. So I started

GPS in hand, the pair biked, hiked, biked again,

wasn’t even comfortable with the term—I had

rafted and kayaked as close to the surveyed

notions of a fist-pumping angry person. Then I

route as possible. Wolf’s subsequent film, On

realized an activist is just someone who takes

These days, B.C. is awash with heroes like Wolf

the Line, showcases landscapes the pipeline

action. It doesn’t have to come from hate or

and Slater. Outdoorists from every corner of

would traverse and the thoughts and comments

fear, it can come from love.”

the province who are putting it all on the line

of those they encountered.

running.”

to fight for rivers and fish, seaweed and bears,
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The pipeline will cross the
Morice River, the Morice runs
into the Bulkley, the Bulkley
runs into the Skeena…
And the Skeena runs into me.
— John Olson

LEFT Headwaters of the Skeena River, by Paul Colangelo. ABOVE Outside of Sik-E-Dakh in the Skeena River Valley, by Zack Embree. NEXT SPREAD Stingless Pacific moon jellyfish, one of the simplest forms of life, swarm around the photographer in the
Great Bear Rainforest, Nicolas Teichrob / STAND film.

and for people they will never meet. Ali Howard

and gas country and B.C. is wild water and wild

come to B.C. because places like this still exist.

swam the entire length of the Skeena River.

fish country. Looking around Alberta, Todd and I

To run a pipeline through there… well, you just

John Olson and other Gitxsan Nation members

didn’t know if we really cared if there was another

can’t justify it.”

barricaded their own treaty office for half a year.

pipeline, there were already so many… but once

Tamo Campos embarked on four-month, 5,000

we got into the Rockies it changed our minds.”

km, totally carbon-neutral surf/snowboard/

If fouling productive rivers and pristine lands
with a pipeline leak is unjustified, then exposing

Giving away their bikes in Grande Prairie, Al-

a rugged, unsullied coast to a tanker spill is

berta, near the B.C. border, Wolf and McGowan

sheer madness. Covering 70,000 sq. km on the

donned 30-kilo backpacks and set out on foot.

north-central coast, the Great Bear Rainforest—

After 200 km of dusty roads they reached a

home to thousands of interconnected species

stretch of the Rocky Mountains as wild and un-

including B.C. icons like Pacific salmon (five

touched as any part of Canada, reinforcing the

species), whales, sea lions, sea otters, ancient

“You hear the call and you go,” says Hann,

stark difference between natural wilderness and

cedars, Sitka spruce, wolves, grizzly, and the

“Because places like the North Coast or the

an industrial landscape. “It’s more pristine there

celebrated white Kermode “Spirit” bear—is one

Great Bear Rainforest inspire changes in us that

than any park,” Wolf says. “Nothing but animal

of the largest remaining unspoiled temperate

we just don’t find in a city park. So the question

trails and metre-thick spruce. Huge, ancient

rainforests on the planet.

becomes ‘How do I transcend this experience to

trees, wolf, moose, grizzly and lots of bugs—an

give back to these lands?’”

intact ecosystem.”

awareness tour. Arno Kopecky and Ilja Herb
sailed 1,200 km along the coast of the Great
Bear Rainforest. Norm Hann spent two summers
stand-up paddleboarding 700 km of coast that
would be exposed to tanker traffic.

SUPERNATURAL WONDER “It’s a tale of two
provinces really,” notes Frank Wolf. “Alberta is oil

“I’ve seen that place change people’s lives,”
says Hann, who has logged a decade guiding

Though the journey from the tar sands out

in the area. “[Some] finish a trip up there, go

into the Pacific Ocean would span 53 days, the

home and quit their jobs. The emotion up

Rockies stretch is what sticks most. “It’s like

there… People leave in tears all the time.”

stepping into a lost world,” recalls Wolf. “People
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Orcas breaching under a full moon, wolves
howling on the beach. Rivers choked with
salmon, grizzlies metres away. The Great
Bear Rainforest is a real Canadian safari.
— Arno Kopecky

executive director of the Skeena Watershed
Conservation Coalition. “And that’s just the
Skeena. The landscape drives our economy and
our culture. It’s all the same thing.”
Northern Gateway is a risk such communities
aren’t willing to take. “There are few places left
that have a world-class steelhead fishery like this
area,” Gammer explains. “And there’s a strong
history of pipelines not holding up here. There’s
a natural gas line on the Copper River that has
been taken out numerous times by landslides,
rockslides, and erosion.”
In other words, putting a pipeline like Enbridge
Northern Gateway anywhere near fish-bearing
waterways is a terrible idea that has already
proven to fail.

FABULOUS FORCES If the pipeline transport of
bitumen were somehow miraculously fool-proofed,
there still remains the problem of the proposed
ABOVE The crew of STAND take a break from filming in the Great Bear Rainforest. RIGHT Wally Bolton hand-lines for halibut in Hartley Bay; a Haisla youth prepares sockeye salmon in Kitimaat Village, photos Ilja Herb. NEXT SPREAD A ship’s graveyard
memorial in Sandspit, Haida Gwaii, speaks to the risk of supertankers floundering in the surrounding waters, by Nicolas Teichrob / STAND film.

tanker route, which inspires even less confidence.
Pipeline spills (Kalamazoo apparently notwithstanding) can be shut down or blocked off fairly quickly.
A ruptured tanker? Not so much.

SUPRANATURAL PLUNDER Between 2001-2010

“The Skeena River flows through my blood,”

Olson, 47, says that he would stand there again

“That coastline is an extreme weather environment,”

Enbridge reported 720 pipeline leaks which

says Gitxsan native John Olson, who has always

for as long as it takes. “I have a one-year-old

Hann says, “and inundated with rocky shores and

cumulatively spilled 132,715 barrels (21.3 million

lived on the river. “The pipeline will cross the

son, and my little girl is three years old,” he

fjords.” Supertankers over 350 metres long are

litres, enough to fill 488 large tanker trucks) of

Morice River, the Morice runs into the Bulkley,

says. “My older girl is five and I have a 29-year-

expected to leave Kitimat via Douglas Channel and

oil into farms, forests, wetlands and waterways

the Bulkley runs into the Skeena… And the

old son who has given me three grandchildren.

navigate a number of hard, tight turns through

across North America. Most egregious was the

Skeena runs into me.”

I care about all of their futures, and our way of

narrow channels in waters that often see freezing,

life is tied to the salmon.”

hurricane-force winds. “Throw in eight-metre tides,”

20,000-barrel gusher that sickened people and
contaminated a 61-km stretch of Michigan’s
Kalamazoo River in July 2010, for which Enbridge
drew infamous ire from the U.S. government for
its “Keystone Kop” response (delayed some 17
hours after alarms first sounded).
According to its own feasibility study, Enbridge
will push its pipeline through the Rockies
at elevations of 1,200-metres and cross 773
watercourses, a staggering 660 of which are
fish-bearing and include all the major salmon
watersheds like the Fraser. B.C.’s lush forests
rely on these rivers which function as arteries
that deliver nutrients (in the form of spawning
salmon) to the heart of the land. The rivers are
life itself here, particularly for First Nations.
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In December 2011, it was discovered that a treaty

adds Hann, “and shortened days in the winter with

negotiator employed by the Gitxsan had cut a

You don’t need to have a river for blood to

secret deal with Enbridge. “I was sick to my

love the fish it supports. Twenty-six-year-old

stomach,” recalls Olson. “Ashamed. Enbridge’s

filmmaker Dimitri Gammer has been catch-and-

And then there’s Hecate Strait, the “fourth most

[safety] record is astronomically bad. What kind

release angling for wild steelhead—the Holy

dangerous stretch of water on the planet,”

of neighbours would we be if we endorsed

Grail species of fly-fishing—in the Skeena since

according to Environment Canada, a literal ships’

something like that?”

2006. “It’s easy to fall in love with the fishery

graveyard due to shallowness and strong currents.

and the area,” he says. “It’s a place that, for the

Waves over 20 metres have been reported—so

most part, is still the way it should be.”

large they leave open sections of ocean floor in

After uncovering the subterfuge, Gitxsan clans
came together and decided to stop all business

limited daylight… it’s beyond challenging.”

their troughs.

of the treaty society. For over six months, through

Gammer is almost finished filming for Casting a

the dark of winter, Olson and other volunteers

Voice, a fly-fishing conservation film he hopes

Nature, of course, has nothing on human error. In

remained outside its office, barring anyone from

will highlight the true value of B.C.’s North Coast

the past decade no fewer than five major vessels

entering. “We stood 24-7,” he says. “Freezing

rivers and the life they support.

have collided or run aground along the route, includ-

nights in one of the coldest winters for a while.
Forty-two truckloads of firewood. How many
meals and rallies, songs and stories?”

“Wild salmon contribute $110 million to our local economy each year,” says Shannon McPhail,

ing the Queen of the North, a 125-metre BC Ferries
vessel which struck Gil Island and sank in 2006,
killing two of the 103 aboard.
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Everyone on the North Coast has stories of totally unforeseen circumstances.
The guy in charge of the Queen of the North had navigated that route 800
times. The 801st time, something happened. — Arno Kopecky

of Haida Gwaii, the last areas tankers will pass
north or south of before hitting the open Pacific.
Alone on the water for long hours in some of
Canada’s most isolated and storied terrain,
Hann covered 350 km in eight days, visiting
Haida heritages sites guarded by ancient carved
totems that have watched the sea for millennia.
Filmmakers Nicolas Teichrob and Anthony Bonello
documented the feat for STAND, released in
May 2013, a visual masterpiece that explores
connections to the coast and the risk Gateway
poses to marine and terrestrial ecosystems, and
those who’ve lived there since time immemorial.

MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURE “The people don’t
make the land. The land makes the people,”
states Skeena-Bulkley Valley MP Nathan Cullen
in On the Line.
As such, people here can be as rough and ready,
as beautiful and inspiring, as the mountains,
rivers, and forests that made them. In 2009,
long before most had heard of Northern Gateway,
then Smithers resident Ali Howard swam the
entire length of the Skeena River to help build
ABOVE, CLOCKWISE FROM UPPER LEFT A grizzly mother and cubs patrol a Great Bear Rainforest shore; a chum salmon makes its last stand in a spawning stream near Kitimaat Village, photos Ilja Herb; gooseneck barnacles on Haida Gwaii, by Nicolas
Teichrob / STAND film; a black bear takes a break from fishing in the Great Bear Rainforest, by Ilja Herb; Osborne caribou, Sacred Headwaters, by Paul Colangelo; humpback whales playing in Bishop Bay, Great Bear Rainforest, by Ilja Herb. RIGHT Herb
and Kopecky’s boat, Foxy, under sail, by Ilja Herb.

awareness of threats to the Sacred Headwaters
—an area of Northern B.C. in which the Skeena,
Nass and Stikine Rivers rise. One of the province’s
largest unspoiled tracts of wilderness, at the time
the headwaters were under the threat of drilling

“Everyone [on the North Coast] has stories

conditions and we had weeks on end without

still scoop oil from beaches over 700 km from

about totally unforeseen weather and condi-

storms.”

the spill’s epicentre.

Relatively smooth sailing allowed Kopecky and

“That’s what made my mind up,” recalls Hann.

Man,” Howard says, “this incredible guy who

Herb to really experience the wildlife. “It’s hard

“I saw a film called The Black Wave: Legacy of

was swimming the Amazon. So I suggested to

not to sound cliché,” Kopecky says. “Orcas

the Exxon Valdez and I was floored. I knew I

Shannon McPhail she get hold of him to see if

breaching under the full moon, wolves howling

had to do something.”

he’d swim the Skeena. Shannon said, ‘Yeah, but

That “something” grew into an astounding

you live here, and you swim. Why don’t you do

endeavour. In May of 2010, Hann stand-up

it?’ I said okay.”

tions,” says Squamish-based journalist and surfer Arno Kopecky. “With the Queen of the North,
the guy in charge had navigated that route 800
times. The 801st time, something happened.”
Kopecky and photographer Ilja Herb sailed

from the beach. River after river choked with

throughout the coastal Great Bear Rainforest in

salmon, grizzlies only metres away. It was a dai-

the summer of 2012. “Neither of us had ever

ly onslaught of wildlife, a real Canadian safari.”

sailed before,” Kopecky explains, “but Ilja had
just bought a 12.5-metre sailboat, so we took
advantage. There weren’t many stories coming
out from people who actually lived in that area,
and the [pipeline] review process was underway
so we decided if we’re gonna do this, we need
to do it now.”
An accomplished skipper friend sailed them
from Victoria to Bella Bella, literally showing
them the ropes before leaving the duo on their
own for three months. “We were lucky,” says
Kopecky. “It was a mellow summer for ocean
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for coalbed methane.
“I’d read about Martin Strel—the Big River

paddleboarded 400 km over a 10-day expedition

And so a 33-year-old working as a lodge chef—

Unfortunately, as history has shown, these are

that followed the proposed tanker route from

with good river sense from whitewater canoeing

the same species most at risk in the event of

Kitimat to Hecate Strait, then south to the na-

and aquatic strength as an elite-level water polo

a spill. In 1989, the Exxon Valdez, one-third the

tive communities of Klemtu and Bella Bella. As

player but no endurance experience—spent 28

size of a supertanker, dumped 250,000 barrels

first documented in the film Standup4GreatBear,

days swimming a glacier-fed river 610 km from

of oil into Alaska’s Prince William Sound only

Hann made connections with local youth in Bella

source to sea. “The moment I jumped in I knew

a few hundred kilometres north of the Great

Bella, inspiring a high-school woodworking class

we would finish,” Howard says of her team. “We

Bear Rainforest. Few who saw them can forget

to build their own cedar stand-up paddleboards

were doing it for the river and the people of the

the images of devastation: sea birds choking

and discover a new way of enjoying their tradi-

watershed. That spirit of intent allowed us to

on black ooze, otters like slimy charcoal logs.

tional lands.

succeed.”

In the summer of 2012 Hann returned to Hecate

As she drew nearer to the Pacific, tides and

Strait, this time to paddle the eastern reaches

winds off the ocean drove her back upstream,

Twenty-five years later, herring, salmon and
shellfish stocks have yet to recover and you can

People come to B.C.
because places like
this still exist. To run
a pipeline through
there… well, you just
can’t justify it.
— Frank Wolf
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It’s hard to connect
without experience,
but outdoor activities
are pure experience.
They bring people to a
place that isn’t about
facts and numbers.
— Kim Slater

in behind the pipeline,” Campos says. “And we
need to showcase some solutions and to start
living differently. This pipeline is simply another
vein fueling the tar sands and all sorts of other
projects. It has worldwide implications due to its
contribution to global warming—it’s not just the
coast but everyone on the planet.”
Hann concurs. “Expeditions, actions are the easy
part. Once you do something like that the responsibility that falls on your shoulders is to share your
story and get the message out.”
Because that’s what heroes do. They rise, they
fight, and they return with a gift for the rest of
us. Sometimes it is the severed head of an antagonist or a magic amulet to cure all ills. In this
case it might be a template for overcoming the
challenges we face in the future or something as
simple as hope—hope to keep up the fight, to join
with each other as family and to never give up.

You hear stories about Enbridge already surveying
the line out of Alberta, or clearing land for their
port in Kitimat. It’s easy to cower at the size and
scope of the issue as the Harper government
slashes environmental protection laws and seems
PREVIOUS SPREAD Norm Hann paddles toward Hecate Strait on the final day of the STAND expedition, by Nicolas Teichrob / STAND film. ABOVE Pink salmon congregate below a waterfall in the Great Bear Rainforest awaiting rains that will raise water
levels and allow them to proceed upstream, by Ilja Herb. RIGHT, FROM TOP Douglas Channel, a supertanker’s worst nightmare; Norm Hann sizes up a small tree on Haida Gwaii, Nicolas Teichrob / STAND film.

content to ram this pipeline down the throats of
British Columbians. It would be easy to disguise
indifference as defeat, but it won’t happen,
because reason dictates that fish and forests

but Howard pushed on. Featured in the film

hot asphalt highway, people who joined her to

is what makes us Git’gat. We’re not rich by the

Awakening the Skeena, her swim garnered world

run for a kilometre or two. “It’s hard to connect

amount of money we have, but by the amount

attention, and with the Tahltan people fighting

without experience,” she explains, “but sport

of freezers we have full of food.’”

alongside luminaries like anthropologist Wade

and outdoor activities are pure experience. They

Davis, communities on the watershed were able

bring people to a place that isn’t about facts

BESTOWING GIFTS “Beyond Boarding started

to precipitate a moratorium on drilling in the

and numbers. It’s about passion and awareness.”

a year and half ago,” says Tamo Camos, a

Indeed there is both passion and power behind

23-year-old North Vancouver snowboarder, of

“Absolutely there are people willing to die for

a people united. “One of my inspirations was

the organization that links humanitarian causes

this,” says John Olson. “And I know who they are.

“Even in 2009 we knew the pipeline was coming,”

[former Haida Nation President] Guujaaw, who

with the snowboarding community. “We started

They will stand beside one another and beside

Howard says, “so when we spoke at public

led the logging fight on Haida Gwaii in the

to realize how fortunate we were as snowboarders

me and we will stop this pipeline.”

schools in the watershed we’d ask kids, ‘who has

’80s,” notes Norm Hann. “It was B.C.’s biggest

and that we have a voice.”

fish in their freezer?’ Every hand would go up.”

environmental battle ever, and someone asked

Campos, along with surfer/shredders John

him, ‘Why do you care about trees so much?’

Muirhead and Jasper Snow Rosen embarked on

Guujaaw’s response was, ‘If all the trees were

a roadtrip that saw the crew variously paddling

cut down we’d be just the same as everyone

into deserted surf breaks on the northern tip

else. What you do to the land you do to us.”

of Vancouver Island and slogging 30 km on

meet people who have a story for every nook,

Hann once took a group of Hartley Bay youths

splitboards into the Sacred Headwaters to shred

rock and cranny,” he says. “Every inlet and river—

clam-harvesting with friend Cam Hill, whose

mountains few riders will ever see. Piloting a

autumn camps for salmon, summer camps for

wife Eva adopted Hann into the Git’gat Nation

bus powered by waste veggie oil, the trio have

seaweed, spring camps for herring. It was really

in 2006 for his work as a basketball coach,

also given presentations to schools around the

cool to bask in that human connection, that

teacher and guide. “We returned to the boat

province and met with key players associated

visceral knowledge of natural rhythms.”

with five ten-gallon buckets of clams,” recalls

with pipeline protests.

Hann. I told Cam, ‘thank you for bringing us out’

“We want to experience places that will be affect-

and Cam pointed to the clams and said, ‘This

to mountainlifemedia.ca or download the Mountain

ed but also showcase things that are sneaking

Life Annual iPad version from the iTunes store.

Sacred Headwaters, announced in December
2012. Other threats, of course, still loom.

Arno Kopecky, currently writing up his journey
for a book, The Oil Man and the Sea, witnessed
that land-human link firsthand during visits with
First Nations on the North Coast. “It was nice to

Conversely, throughout her 30-day run, Kim
Slater found magic in folks encountered along a
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and whales and rivers and clams are a good deal
more valuable than money. And when reason
fails, heroes inevitably rise—the rivers of British
Columbia are the lifeblood of the province and
blood is thicker than oil.

Feet Banks was raised in
Northern British Columbia
where his first pet was a
rooster named Houdini. At
age twelve his family moved
to Whistler to live the dream
and never left. Feet is the
founding editor of Mountain
Life: Coast Mountains and
likes to ski, fish and rock out.

For links to the movies mentioned in this article go
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POINT OF NO RETURN
SONNIE TROTTER’S TRANSFORMATION TO WORLD-RENOWNED TRADITIONAL CLIMBER GOES
BACK TO ONE PAINFUL MOVE ON ONTARIO’S CLAMMY LIMESTONE

ETHAN MELEG PHOTO Lion’s Head points its nose into the
waters of Georgian Bay on Ontario’s Bruce Peninsula.
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Words Colin Field :: Photography Martin Suchma

For Lion’s Head, the leonine formation interrupting the east side of the
Niagara Escarpment halfway up Lake Huron’s Bruce Peninsula, October 17,
2004 is just another day. An ordinary 24 hours weathering the seasonal
changes of fall. Leaves burst with colour in one final blast of expression.
Another season gone. Another blip in the existence of Southern Ontario’s
rocky backbone; no different from millennia past or millennia yet to come.
But for Sonnie Trotter it’s a turning point. A pinnacle. The closing of a chapter.
And for the climbing community devoted to the Escarpment’s crags, it’s a
day that will soon become folklore.
Throughout September and October, 24-year-old, Toronto-born Trotter has
spent every weekend at Lion’s Head, hanging from a rope. By himself. He
doesn’t care that he has been anti-social. Or that his relationship with his
longtime girlfriend is crumbling. There is nowhere else he wants to be, and
nothing else he wants to do.
Some might say he’s obsessed. And, to be fair, by most peoples’ definition,
he is.
Additionally, many consider the route that he is working on to be impossible. And yet he has dangled from that rope, cleaning the line, working
out the moves, weekend after weekend. Today he is on a feature known as
the B52 Overhang. Shooting almost straight up from the azure waters of
Georgian Bay, the section tops out at 34 metres; 24 of that is overhanging,

LEFT: Sonnie Trotter lacing up for another go at it. ABOVE: The infamous crux section of Forever Expired.

the last 11 a completely horizontal ceiling.
Originally known as “Millennium Roof,” the route was an “aid line” (in
which climbers rely on bolts or pieces of protection drilled or jammed
into the rock to support their full weight on key sections) painstakingly

mercury. He has watched the leaves shimmer through their colourful dance
before gliding gently to the ground. He knows that if he is going send it,
he doesn’t have much time. Winter is coming.

established in the early 2000s by the late, revered local climber John Weir.
But no one has ever free-climbed it. Meaning no one has ever climbed it
without spending considerable time hanging from protection before
completing the next moves.
Trotter arrived in late summer, after tourist haunts like Halfway Log Dump,
Cypress Lake and the Grotto had been largely abandoned. It’s quiet this
time of year on the Bruce Peninsula but no less beautiful, and Trotter has
been alone to compulsively work the route.

one of Onterrible’s best defenses against that undeserved nickname.
The history of the Escarpment, and thereby the history of Lion’s Head,
begins over 400 million years ago when the region was covered with warm
seawater. During this time, layer upon layer of marine plankton, invertebrates
and sediment were deposited in a vast depression known as the Michigan
Basin. Over eons, physical and chemical forces combined to turn these

There he contemplated the line. He worked out the sequences needed to

deposits into limestone and dolomite.

climb the route while falling asleep at night, then dreamt about them. And

Later, glaciers moved repeatedly over the area—as many as 20 different

had worked. His memory of the rock and the moves necessary to conquer
it were that precise.
These past couple of months Trotter has experienced steadily dropping
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place. The drama of the Escarpment dropping into turquoise waters here is

During the weekdays he stayed in Newmarket, three hours to the south.

when he got back on the rock, he’d find that his puzzle-solving meditations
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Anyone who has visited the Bruce will tell you Lion’s Head is a special

continental ice sheets forced their way south, then retreated north. Each
glacial pulse sculpted the land, removing overlying deposits and underlying
shale, exposing the dolomitic cap rock. The Niagara Escarpment emerged
as a bedrock feature from beneath the Wisconsin ice sheet some 13,000
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As his ring finger leaves the pocket he hears the tear:
It sounds like duct tape ripping.

years ago. At first, the meltwater flowed east

self-belayed through these moves, today, his

along the retreating ice margin and water levels

pal Lev Pinter from Calgary is here to belay him.

in the Great Lakes Basin were low. Eventually,

Here to encourage him. But hanging from a jug,

however, most of the northern Escarpment—

12 metres up, Trotter has already developed

including the Bruce Peninsula—was subsumed

a bit of a shake. After a brief rest he recovers

by the waters of glacial Lake Algonquin. As the

and looks up. It’s cold, but the cold minimizes

lake drained, variable rates of flow led to erratic

sweat on his hands, offering a useful friction. It’s a

water levels over the next few thousand years.

friction he can use to his advantage. Now.

The last flooding event on the Bruce occurred
only 7,000 years ago and by 3,500 years ago, the
Peninsula looked more or less as it does today:
riddled by an abundance of wave-cut stacks,
archways, sea caves and undercut cliffs created
when water interacted directly with the cliff.

He launches into the problem that has consumed
him for the last two months. Knee bar, undercling,
the two gastons (in which the hand is turned
thumb-down, pinky-up to create a different
leverage), the reach to the ring-finger pocket,
step through, smear (using nothing but the
friction between rock and shoe for grip), and…

Trotter has gone over and over the problem for

As his ring finger leaves the pocket he hears the

weeks. Months even. The sequence of moves

tear. “It sounds like duct tape ripping,” recalls

has become an incessant metronome. A mental

Sonnie. “It’s loud. It fucking hurts too. But that’s

mantra. And though his body has yet to link all

when I know: I have to do this.”

11 parts, his muscle memory is already trained
to make it happen.
Knee bar, undercling, left-handed gaston, huge
move out to the right to another gaston, desperate
reach to a small pocket for the tip of his left ring
finger, step through for a marginal smear, crossover to a two-finger pocket and untwist, small
crimper and shift weight, corkscrew pinky into
the wormhole, left foot up, reach for the jug. The
saviour. The glory hold.
The ring-finger move is the main hesitation.
It’s where he must truly commit: 80 per cent
of his body weight will hang off a third of one
finger. Trotter knows the risk: either make the
next move from that hold smoothly or break the
finger. The pinky move is nearly as severe; in
fact, it’s the key to the entire puzzle.

European settlers first arrived on the Bruce
in the mid-19th century. The lush hardwood
forests of the Peninsula and the rich fisheries
surrounding were irresistible. And, in 1854, once
the Saugeen Ojibway had signed over the land,
the logging began. The first sawmill appeared
in 1881, and in less than 20 years most of the
timber was gone. Large bush fires continued to
attack the scarified land, and by the mid-1920s,
the peninsula was barren.
Amidst the destruction, some of Canada’s oldest
trees survived. Perched on ledges and clinging
to the sides of the Escarpment, gnarled cedars
had forced roots down into cracks that seemed
non-existent. High winds and harsh winters had
stunted their growth and dictated their shape,

He’d found that key a few weeks back, while

but the persistence was rewarded. Lion’s Head

hanging on the rope. “I discovered a hold I’d

cedars like the Three Kings are over 1,00o years

never seen before,” he says. “There was this

old; another, known as The Snake for the way it

crazy piece of moss, and I remember pulling it

curls from the rock, even older.

back and discovering the worm hole. It was the
hold I needed to unlock the sequence.”

The entire Niagara Escarpment offers a 725-kilometre axis of wilderness in the overpopulated,

In two weeks’ time, the first snow will fly.

overdeveloped lands of Southern Ontario. For

And unlike every previous weekend, when he

many that grow up here the undulating strip
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I was having more fun. Because there were no bolts, I felt I was
having an adventure. And that sort of switched my brain.

of limestone that hosts dozens of conservation

Struggling through the pain, Trotter carries on.

a trad climb. It’s not bolted; Trotter is placing

areas and the celebrated Bruce Trail is an intro-

Despite his severely injured left hand, he makes

his own protection. And somewhere along that

duction to the outdoors.

the crossover to the two-finger pocket. Then

crack, nursing an injury and a shifting perspective

he twists his pinky into the wormhole, gets his

on what motivates him to climb, it hits: it’s the

left foot up, and reaches for the jug. He must

adventure.

Rock climbing began here much as it did elsewhere in North America: European immigrants,
with skills learned in the old country, explored

succeed.

“I realized that even though [The Monument]

their new terrain. Central Europeans like Alf

And he does, conquering the route to a crowd

wasn’t as hard as Forever Expired, I was having

Muehlbauer, Boris Dopta and others pioneered

of one: Lev Pinter.

more fun,” says Trotter. “Because there were no

the Escarpment single-pitches of Kelso and
Mount Nemo after the Second World War. In
the mid-’50s, Austrian Helmut Microys began
developing routes in earnest. Along with Jim
Ferguson, Peter Turner, Jim White, Francois
Garneau and Urs Kallen, they developed most of
the 5.7-5.9 routes at Rattlesnake Point, Mount
Nemo and Metcalfe Rock (where Trotter first
climbed outdoors). These areas remain mainstays
of the Ontario climbing scene.
Routes and difficulty continued to go up, with
climbers like Chris Rogers bringing 5.10 to
Rattlesnake Point and Steve De Maio climbing
a 5.11 at Mount Nemo. In the early 1980s sport
climbing began to take hold. Though the ethics
of bolting routes while hanging on rappel
was debated within the climbing community,
climbers like Dave Smart went ahead and bolted

Trotter rates the climb a 5.14d. It is the hardest
route of his career. He is only the third North

bolts, I felt I was having an adventure. And that
sort of switched my brain.”

American to establish a rock route this difficult.

Once he has put it into words for himself, a

In an ode to his now-failed relationship, one

new chapter of Trotter’s climbing career begins.

where two young lovers had promised they

In three day’s time the winter’s first snow will

would be together forever, he calls it “Forever

fly across the lake. In a week, he will load his

Expired.” It remains the most difficult route in

belongings into a van and crisscross the continent

Ontario.

for an entire year, climbing wherever and

But it isn’t without its consequences. Trotter
has torn the sheath of the tendon on his left
ring finger. It is an injury that will haunt him for
years. And with it, something else has shifted.
“After that route, I kind of lost inspiration to
climb hard grades,” he says. “I went through a
progression where I had really wanted a 14d,
wanted to climb as hard as I possibly could.
Then, once I got there, realized it was a little

whenever he can. Trotter will become one of
Canada’s most prolific trad climbers and develop
hundreds of first ascents throughout the world.
He’ll bag a first ascent on Squamish’s infamous
Cobra Crack (5.14), score a Patagonia sponsorship,
and enjoy a lifestyle that every climber in the
world will envy.
That 5.14d at Lion’s Head had been a turning
point.

boring. Sport climbing wasn’t motivating me as

“I was kind of down that I’d injured myself so

established Ontario’s first 5.12 at Mount Nemo.

much anymore.”

badly on Forever Expired,” remembers Trotter.

In the late ’80s Martin Seidenschmid, Chris

A week after his success on Forever Expired,

Oates and Bob Bennell embraced rappel bolting

Trotter is back at it. Though unable to fully

and put up routes at Metcalfe Rock and Old

utilize his left hand, he’s on a 5.13a known as

Baldy. Old Baldy became the first place in Ontario

“The Monument” at White Bluff. Just across

where you could climb all day long without ever

Isthmus Bay from Lion’s Head, it’s another over-

having to place a piece of gear.

hanging monster: 12 metres straight up, then 12

Meanwhile, Lion’s Head—which unlike the other

metres of overhang. But it’s a crack. And even

routes that, in his mind at least, merited it. He

crags lacked a major population centre nearby—
remained largely undeveloped until the ’90s.

with his destroyed tendon, Trotter can still do
finger locks and hand jams. There’s no way he

“But there was a silver lining: I did [The Monument] because it was a crack climb and it didn’t
require any finger strength… and then my whole
life changed.”

Colin Field is a freelance
photojournalist focusing
on outdoor adventure. An
avid BMXer, downhill MTBer,

The availability of power drills allowed Oates,

isn’t going to climb.

Bob and Cinta Bennell, Marc Bracken and John

“The Monument is different,” says Trotter. “It’s

the 38-year-old lives in

Weir to rapidly develop a prolific number of

kind of historical, because Peter Croft, one of

Clarksburg, Onterrible with

routes here in the century’s final decade. Routes

Canada’s premier climbers in the generation

his lovely lady Rheanna and

like Millennium Roof.

before mine, established that route.”

little boy Taj. colinfield.com

skier and brewer of beer,

The major difference is that The Monument is
Stretching to make the clip on the upper headwall after having got through the Millennium Roof section.
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JORDAN MANLEY’S
PHOTOGRAPHIC MAGIC
North Vancouver-based and Whistler Blackcomb-

science degree from Simon Fraser University makes

inspired, Jordan Manley is a photographic phenom

sense; and you understand he’s a thinker/tinkerer of

who took the ski and mountain bike worlds by

the old-school inventor type who brings a methodical

storm before he was even 25 years old. With moody,

approach to his art. But it’s Manley’s eye that truly

uniquely composed and technically perfect images

sets him apart: in his photos the everyday and mundane

that put athletes and their natural settings on equal

become alive and evocative, each a story with an

footing, almost overnight he was rocking magazine

inferred beginning and end—like a short film. So no

covers, editorial stories and advertising spreads

surprise that when he moved into short films with

around the globe. Manley has won every one of the

his Skier’s Journey series for Arc’teryx it was instantly

dozen or so photo competitions he has entered—

hailed as groundbreaking, a visual feast of “moving

whether retrospectives or shoot-in-the-moment—

snapshots.” A visit to Jordan’s online portfolio yields

including Whistler’s internationally renowned Deep

a taste of his motivation and direction: “The images

Winter Photo Challenge (two years in a row) and the

you find here are a reflection of my passion: moving

prestigious Olympus Pro Photographer Showdown

through the mountains, exploring the natural and

during the town’s annual World Ski & Snowboard

social world. I am interested in making photographs

Festival. It’s hard to say precisely what drives Manley

that deliver a fresh perspective, but I am equally a

to create such memorable imagery, but when you

fan of simple documentary photography. Through

spend time with him a few things are apparent: he’s

either method, my concern is to tell stories about the

quiet, intense, reverent and engaged; the political

people who live and work in the mountains.” —LA
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PREVIOUS SPREAD Alpine choughs soar above La Grave, France. LEFT Fitzsimmons Creek, Whistler, B.C.

ABOVE A water droplet hits a highly repellent skunk cabbage leaf and momentarily forms a unique shape.
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ABOVE Chad Sayers skiing in Sam Ford Fjord, Baffin Island. RIGHT Jamie Finlayson on “Smell the Glove” (14b), Squamish, B.C.
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LEFT Howe Sound, B.C. ABOVE North Vancouver, B.C. NEXT SPREAD Curtis Saunders and Mike Jones, Bay of Islands, Newfoundland.
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LEFT TOP Chad Sayers at Ski Dubai, UAE. LEFT BOTTOM Ice feathers in Caviahue, Argentina. ABOVE John Irvine paddles the Seymour River canyon, North Vancouver, B.C.
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From Whistler to the Rockies, a search for Canada’s
freeride roots leads back to Monod Sports.
words Leslie Anthony

Peter Monod is a funny guy. On this evening, his constant stream of wisecracks emanate in
rhythm with the stirring motion employed on a bolognaise sauce that he prepares in his airy,
wood-post home on Banff’s historic Spray Avenue, down the street from the venerable Banff
Springs Hotel and only 50 metres from where he was born. “I’ve moved only four times in my
life,” notes the 55-year-old, “and never made it over the bridge into town.”
It’s the same home that Tatum Monod grew up in. And though a hint of what that might have
been like resides in being a target for much of Peter’s ribbing, she gives back as good as she
gets. It isn’t the usual father-daughter kind of banter—more what you’d expect between buddies
on a chairlift, or a couple of pro skiers. No surprise, then, that both fit the bill.
Peter was a member of the Canadian Alpine Ski Team, quitting at 22 years old, an age at which
most candidates have yet to make the team. Tatum, 21, a former racer on the Alberta Alpine Ski
Team, is a rising sponsored freeskier who has transplanted—as most do—to Whistler, current
centre of Canada’s freeski universe. Probe around these memberships and you quickly discover
that Peter and Tatum are but two genealogical rings from a pebble dropped in a dark,
long-forgotten pool that became the western Canadian ski scene.
As it turns out, Peter, older brother Phillip, younger brother Nick, and half-sister Stephanie
Townsend all made the Alberta team and three went on to join the national squad: Stephanie
during the Nancy Greene era of the late ’60s; Peter and Phillip in the fall of 1976. Phil hurt
his knee that first season, in the days when such injuries didn’t get repaired, forcing him to
quit. Their father Johnny needed help at his office, so Phil threw his lot in there. The office
was a store called Monod Sports, the business Johnny started in 1949 at Sunshine, the remote
backcountry ski lodge where he guided and taught skiing after emigrating from Switzerland in
1947. Johnny’s guiding, instruction, retail and ski-area expertise were also instrumental in the
histories of Lake Louise and Mount Norquay ski areas, as they had been in Chamonix, where
he’d opened his first sporting goods shop with future Aspen legend, Fred Iselin, in 1931.
Those numinous waters of history harboured an entirely different ski universe, one Tatum was
only vaguely aware of. “People would say things to me like ‘Oh, you’re a Monod?’” she recalls.
“I grew up hearing stories about my grandpa pioneering skiing in the Rockies. I knew I had big
shoes to fill.”
ROBIN O’NEILL PHOTO Canadian gothic? Dad Peter Monod and daughter
Tatum show off some of their grade-A, pro-skier paraphernalia.

Big indeed. And here we were, gathered over spaghetti bolognaise, in a virtual cradle of Canadian
ski history, with two of its smiling scions telling each other to shut up.
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ABOVE Tatum Monod tearing it up at Bella Coola Helisports, B.C., 2012, by Paul Morrison. RIGHT, CLOCKWISE FROM UPPER LEFT Patriarch Johnny Monod; Johnny and soon-to-be Aspen icon Fred Iselin in front of their ski shop in Chamonix, France,
1930s; Peter and Nick Monod fronting the family business in Banff, Alberta, 2013, by John Evely; Johnny and a couple of Monodlings in Banff, 1960s; Peter Monod in uber sweater-style race form, 1970s. Uncredited photos courtesy Monod collection.

MONOD’S LEGACY
Like many an acolyte, I distinctly remember standing outside Monod Sports
on my first trip west, eyes fixed on the window displays, a kid in the kind
of candy store Toronto didn’t have. I eventually moved to Banff for a winter,
buying a pair of skis and my first real climbing rope at “Monod’s,” as it
was known to locals. Today, entering Canada’s oldest family owned and

“For a long time I’d travel to Europe twice a year to find product,” recalls
Peter. “Originally, if you wanted to be a ski mountaineer in Banff, there was
nothing available. So we brought it in. We were the first in North America
to have the Dynafit system. Climbing was a huge emphasis: Royal Robbins
and Yvon Chouinard used to come in and purchase gear on their way to
the Bugaboos.”

continuously operated ski shop seems like the same wide-eyed pilgrimage

Although brothers Phillip, Peter and Nick all worked for Johnny during

it was in the ’70s and ’80s when Banff was the Mecca that drew eastern

summers, transitioning to the family business had by no means been

skiers west. A veritable outdoor department store, still every bit the cut-

guaranteed. Phil had made the move, as did Peter when he finally tired

ting-edge specialty shop with one-on-one service it was meant to be. The

of National Team politics in 1981. “After a week of work I liked it—I didn’t

past hovers here as well; tucked into corners and stairwells are historic

have to get up early and was making money.” Nick had already been on

photos of Monod glory, replete with race bibs and trophies, skis and other

board. Johnny eventually made arrangements for the trio to form their own

memorabilia. There are especially heartfelt tributes to paterfamilias, Johnny

company and buy the place in 1982. The multi-level, award-winning shop

Monod.

they operate today was finished in 1989.

Like other Swiss guide émigrés, Johnny was attracted to the Canadian

Though Phil retired in 2011, Nick and Peter run the business, where Tatum’s

Rockies by beauty and opportunity. He set up his first shop here at a

brother Nic also works, honing the digital end. Though immersed in a ski

tiny backcountry lodge (now Sunshine Ski Area), where, after guiding and

career, Tatum’s ties to the store are zap-strap strong. “Retail is in my blood.

instructing for the day, he’d open the shop to offer exclusively imported

I used to go to the shop on my way home from school and fold clothing

equipment and clothing not yet available in North America. A fire in 1956

on the women’s floor,” remembers Tatum. “People didn’t know what to

precipitated a move to town, where the shop quickly became Canada’s

think of a 10-year-old working on the sales floor. I’ve worked there fulltime

leading source for quality outdoor clothing and footwear, skis and racing

in summers, and even living in Whistler I still try to help out with the buying.

products, climbing equipment, fly-fishing gear, and the expert advice

It’s a family business; we all chip in.”

accompanying it all. An emphasis on finding the highest quality items for
every activity—no easy task in the early days—continued into the modern era.
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Peter and Tatum are two genealogical rings
from a pebble dropped in a long-forgotten
pool that became the western Canadian ski
scene.

FREERIDE HIGH FIVE
Certainly Tatum has already done her fair share of transitioning and adapting.
“I grew up snowboarding and doing gymnastics. Skiing wasn’t something
I got into until I was 12, but I really went after it. I qualified for the Alberta
team at 15 and from there it was all about racing: I trained in the gym six
days a week and travelled internationally for months at a time.” Eventually
her passion for skiing eclipsed her tolerance of confinement. “All I wanted
to do was ski but I didn’t want to be confined in a race course. I followed
my gut [into freeskiing] and haven’t looked back.”
Spurning the family racing dynasty? “It’s awesome,” enthuses Peter. “The
only other ski option I might have had was freestyle—but that wasn’t
going to happen. Can you imagine wanting to be Suzy Chaffee?”
Peter sees freeskiing as the most important part of the ski industry, and
he has been around long enough to sound sage on the matter. “FIS is all
about numbers, but if you gathered the opinions of all the most important
ski racers and delivered them to the FIS they would still have zero influence
on how the sport is done, or what you wear. Freeskiing is different in that
athletes come up with the ideas that hit the market. Innovations aren’t
just coming from Europe anymore, they’re coming from freeskiing hubs.
Ski companies have product development meetings in places like Whistler
because most of the athletes are based there and can contribute.”
An enthusiastic supporter, Peter was quick to embrace and sponsor local
freeskiers like a young Eric Hjorleifson. “Hoji almost put me under singlehanded—he broke nearly everything he touched. My god could he wreck
gear.” And while nothing has changed in that department, much has advanced
in the freeski milieu—including the chance for talented athletes like Tatum
to make a living by promoting what they love in photos and film. In 2012,
Tatum became the first female freeskier to land a double backflip in the
backcountry—a very different backcountry than the one Johnny knew.

LEFT FROM TOP Tatum discovers Skoki Lodge’s moose horns, and Skoki discovers Tatum; Peter mounts skis in the basement
of Monod Sports; At Skoki, Tatum learned grandpa Johnny’s secret for carrying eggs in the backcountry. Photos Robin
O’Neill. RIGHT Tatum burns her race bridges at Backcountry Snowcats, Hurley Pass, B.C., by Paul Morrison.
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I grew up hearing stories about
my grandpa pioneering skiing
in the Rockies. I knew I had big
shoes to fill.

BACK TO THE FUTURE
When you leave the Lake Louise Ski Area for the 11-kilometre tour into
historic Skoki Lodge, the trail rises gradually under the impressive limestone
ramparts of Redoubt Mountain. The trail through sub-alpine forest is
pleasant, despite the inevitable wind on Boulder Pass where we stop to
reconnoiter. Tatum is unsure of this mission: she has never been to Skoki,
and it’s a long way with skins on heavy alpine gear. The first commercial
lodge to cater specifically to ski tourists in North America, Skoki was built
by Banff residents who formed the Ski Club of the Canadian Rockies to
manage it; the first guests had arrived 82 years ago in the spring of 1931.

19 people like this

Below, crossing the lake toward us, a lone skier plods resolutely against

tatum I ski toured into a remote backcountry cabin only to find a picture on
the wall of my grandpa being a total badass back in the 40’s. #legend
#dartinonehand #skisintheother #skoki #alberta

blowing snow. Dropping onto the lake, Tatum reaches him and stops to exchange a few words before moving on. Trailing behind, I soon pass a short,
ruddy-faced man with a big smile and an ice-covered toque. I compliment
him on his classic wooden touring skis. Two days later I’ll find out this
was George Tutt, owner of Mountain Lights bookstore in the Chateau Lake
Louise, purveyor of both modern and antiquarian volumes, his occupation
since leaving the post of general manager at Monod Sports from 1973 to
1980. “Johnny was a great man and it was wonderful working for him,” Tutt

Tatum takes a photo of the photo with her phone, a modern moment that
will result in the inevitable Instagram back in Lake Louise.

would tell me, before reminiscing about how they would butt heads in the

Monod’s Legacy intact. And not just the eponymous trail sign erected in

office, worrying the other staff with their shouting, then, having resolved

2011 on Mount Norquay. That legacy now seems less about deed than

the quandary, head across the street to lunch together. It is a paean to

familial connection. Those concentric rings. Days earlier, in the store’s

the vast wilderness of the Rockies that George and Tatum could pass each

ski workshop during the inevitable father-daughter photo shoot, Peter and

other in a blizzard and chat without having any idea of their connection.

Tatum had wrestled over everything from binding mounts to a Monod Sports

After a long, slow slog up Deception Pass it’s pretty much downhill, cleaving
between 3,059-metre Ptarmigan Peak and 2,946-metre Fossil Mountain,

sticker. Forever clowning, Peter held the spinning end of an electric drill to
his head. “This is what it feels like working with Tatum,” he’d quipped.

then along a creek and into a meadow. Arriving at the varnished-log lodge,

“You can’t buy this kind of abuse,” I’d joked with Tatum. “I know, huh?”

frocked in snow and buried deep in a valley beneath majestic peaks,

she’d answered, wide-eyed. “… But, of course, it’s all done with love.” //

always feels like going back in time. The interior, as well, remains virtually

monodsports.com; skoki.com

unchanged: wooden skis, poles and snowshoes adorn a large stone
fireplace, and the aromas of fresh-baked bread and homemade soup stir
the air; pleasantly worn skiers lounge around with books while kerosene
lanterns burn in wood-framed windows. A timeless cliché. And another:
among black-and-white photos adorning the walls we find Johnny Monod,

Leslie Anthony is a Toronto-born, over-educated, Whistlerbased bon vivant, editor and the author of books on both
snakes and skiing. Makes sense, right?

skis in one hand, cigarette in the other, staring nobly into the void. His
first two winters in Canada, Johnny guided here for caretaker Lizzy Rummel,
humping in supplies when needed, legendarily charged with carrying the
eggs because he was the smoothest skier. Tatum instantly forgets the slog
we’ve just endured. “I’d heard stories about my grandpa spending time at
ABOVE, FROM TOP Tatum throws a double-backflip at Retallack Lodge, B.C. in 2011 with backcountry class, by Blake Jorgenson; Peter shows some crass ‘80s sass, courtesy Monod collection. RIGHT The kids are alright.
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BIG NUMBER
Each time you purchase a product that features the 1% for the
Planet logo, 1% of that sale goes to a global network of non-profit
organizations dedicated to protecting the environment.
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You show your love for our big blue planet when you buy
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itself, Mountain Life Annual seek a different,
deeper, more meaningful connection. Through
ideas, art, and exceptional photography, we
go beyond, behind and beneath the stories of
the outdoor and adventure worlds with two
separate versions you can return to again and
again.
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the same great content and a whole lot more for your
iPad. Take it anywhere you go, and watch our pages
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We are Canada’s outside voice. We’d love you to be part of it.

ALAIN DENIS PHOTO: Jasper National Park, Alberta Canada.
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WILD
WOULD THE REAL EASTERN MOUNTAIN
LION PLEASE STAND UP
A curious photograph showed up in my inbox last winter. In it, a tawny,
heavyset mountain lion peers through a glass door, its eyes on the viewer.
Judging by the cast of its mouth, it might have been emitting a low growl.
More immediately alarming was the accompanying text: “This cougar was
pearing [sic] through the glass patio door of a house in Duntroon, Ontario,
between Christmas and New Year’s.” Duntroon is a village about a half-hour
drive from my home. Could I believe this photograph?
The answer is yes—or maybe no.
Four years ago I saw a mountain lion in the flesh. I was on a bicycle, didn’t

thousands of inboxes mainly because the animal appears threatening.

scat and DNA from fur—is now irrefutable. Yet we still don’t know much

This could be on your patio—right now! And yet the shot’s anonymity

about these cats.

and third-hand, viral nature should heavily undercut its veracity. Although

We do know that Puma concolor cougar ranges throughout western U.S.
and Canada. A reclusive and powerful predator that can reach two metres
in length, it usually comes in the tan colour of the photo version. The
species appeared to be extirpated east of the 100th meridian (excepting the

a photo can offer proof of something uncertain, it can also perpetuate
that uncertainty and stoke irrational fear. But I’d feel moronic if I let an
unattributed, untraceable photo affect my time in the wild—even a wild in
which I know big cats prowl.

Florida Everglades) after European settlers systematically hunted it down

But maybe origins of this new wave of eastern cougars don’t matter. In his

in the 19th and first half of the 20th centuries (many U.S. states offered

book The Creation, celebrated biologist E.O. Wilson holds that the answers

bounties), so wildlife biologists are unsure of the exact origins of the

to the looming ecological problems of humanity lie in appreciation of

animals now appearing: do they represent reoccupation of eastern wilds

every other species as a “masterpiece of biology.” He sees the wolverine,

from western sources or from isolated relict eastern populations? Others

for example, as an “embodiment of wildness… I know there will still be

assert that at least some may have escaped from exotic menageries (and

untrammelled habitats on Earth if wolverines still roam there.” We might

thus, possibly, represent one of four South American subspecific geno-

consider the mountain lion in similar light, and its return to the East a rare

types), or comprise a hybrid mix. From my eyewitness experience—officially

good news story.

a “Class 3” sighting: i.e., neither backed by physical evidence nor made by
an animal biologist—it is impossible to determine which.

Like humans, if there’s food to be had, mountain lions will expand into
available habitat. Human occupation, however, has the regrettable distinction

have a camera, and didn’t get a close look. The animal was walking toward

Researching the photo, I found it to have a celebrated online life of its

of heaping disaster upon the habitat of many other species—especially

a pond, spotted me, then bounded off into the forest. It was thin, mottled

own. An image search displayed a grid of identical thumbnails of the same

the shadowy wilds harbouring big wild cats. In the face of our rapacity and

grey (like young mountain lions), long-bodied (over a metre), with character-

mountain lion looking through the same patio door—nearly 800 dating

mindless crush of population, sparking a loss of habitat that has forced

istic whip-like tail and small head. Our brief encounter occurred near Blue

back at least a year, mostly on hoax or joke photo blogs in over a dozen

many species out and pushed others to desperate acts of survival, the

Mountain, a place better known as Toronto’s condo-thronged surf-and-ski

languages, with so many differing claims of origin I lost count. A univer-

return of a creature that connotes “wild” is cause for celebration, not an

playground than for apex predators. What I’d seen that day had looked

sally shared feature was lack of any photographer credit. The Friends of

email campaign of fear.

little like the photo I found myself staring at last winter. But whether or not

Connecticut Mountain Lion organization was one of the few “respectable”

the label was true, one fact was inarguable: the mountain lion—aka cougar

websites carrying the photo, so I asked founder Bo Ottmann if he knew

or puma—was alive and possibly well in Ontario.

who took it. “I was told it was taken in Wyoming or Colorado by a doctor,”

After a lengthy hiatus, cougar sightings have risen steadily in the northeast
ILLUSTRATION BY DAVE BARNES

Connecticut and elsewhere, physical evidence—including photos, tracks,

over the past two decades. Across Ontario, Michigan, Quebec, New Brunswick,

he’d answered. “That’s all I know.”
In our increasingly fear-triggered society, I imagine the image has visited

Although mountain lion attacks occasionally occur in the West, no record
of an attack exists for the East; the species clearly seeks to avoid us.
Certainly the mountain lion I saw was in no way threatening. And while it
bounded away, offering not even a second of eye contact, I felt it had seen
me for what I am—the most dangerous predator of all. – Ned Morgan
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BenSpannuth

Watch Forbidden Fruit at YouTube.com/FiveTenTV
Rich Crowder | Florián, Colombia

Welcome to Colombia! Follow Ben as he develops and sends new routes in the latest film by Louder Than 11, presented by FIVE TEN®.

The travel day is at an end. Tomorrow, he will explore the caves eroded into the face of the rock.

A van overloaded with too many people sputters and coughs as it rolls to a stop in front of an old, ill-kept hotel. Bald, hand-patched
tires let out a sigh of relief as a band of American climbers tumble out of the rickety jalopy that has been their home for the last 10 hours.
Overhead, two thousand feet of striped, limestone cliffs loom above dense jungle as Ben Spannuth unpacks his gear from
the back of the make-shift bus.

Forbidden Fruit: First Ascents in Colombia
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